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We present density split statistics, a framework that studies lensing and counts-in-cells as a function of
foreground galaxy density, thereby providing a large-scale measurement of both 2-point and 3-point
statistics. Our method extends our earlier work on trough lensing and is summarized as follows: given a
foreground (low redshift) population of galaxies, we divide the sky into subareas of equal size but distinct
galaxy density. We then measure lensing around uniformly spaced points separately in each of these
subareas, as well as counts-in-cells statistics (CiC). The lensing signals trace the matter density contrast
around regions of fixed galaxy density. Through the CiC measurements this can be related to the density
profile around regions of fixed matter density. Together, these measurements constitute a powerful probe of
cosmology, the skewness of the density field and the connection of galaxies and matter. In this paper we
show how to model both the density split lensing signal and CiC from basic ingredients: a non-linear power
spectrum, clustering hierarchy coefficients from perturbation theory and a parametric model for galaxy bias
and shot-noise. Using N-body simulations, we demonstrate that this model is sufficiently accurate for a
cosmological analysis on year 1 data from the Dark Energy Survey.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.98.023508
I. INTRODUCTION
The large-scale structure (LSS) observed today is
thought to originate from almost perfectly Gaussian density
perturbations in the early Universe. This means that there
was a complete symmetry in the abundance and amplitude
of underdense and overdense regions in very early times.
Gravitational attraction then caused initial overdensities to
collapse to small but highly overdense structures such as
galaxy clusters, while initial underdensities expanded but
stayed moderately underdense and, e.g., became voids. As
a consequence the majority of the volume in the late-time
Universe is underdense, compensated by the presence of
few highly overdense spots. Or, in other words, a positive
skewness in the distribution of density fluctuations emerges
due to gravitational collapse.
Avariety of probes have been used to study the statistical
properties of the late-time density field and to thereby
understand the physics of gravitational collapse as well as
the processes responsible for the properties of the initial
density fluctuations. So far, the most extensive studies have
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been carried out on the 2-point statistics of density
fluctuations, i.e., on measuring the variance of density
fluctuations as a function of scale. This has, e.g., been done
through measurements of cosmic shear 2-point correlation
functions [e.g., [1–10]], galaxy clustering [e.g., [11–13]]
and galaxy-galaxy lensing [e.g., [14–20]] as well as
combined measurements thereof [e.g., [21–23]].
While 2-point statistics are only sensitive to the overall
amplitude of density fluctuations, higher-order statistics
also know about the skewness arising from the different
behaviour of underdense and overdense regions. This does
not necessarily mean that higher-order statistics are better
than 2-point statistics in discriminating between particular
choices of cosmological parameters [24]. But they scale
differently with parameters such as Ωm, σ8, galaxy bias and
galaxy stochasticity than their 2-point counterparts. Hence,
in a cosmological analysis that varies a large number of
parameters, probes that are sensitive to both 2-point and
higher order statistics have the power to break degeneracies
between these parameters [25–28].
Observations of higher-order statistical features of the
density field include measurements of three point correla-
tion functions [29], shear peak statistics [30–32], and the
cluster mass function [33]. Also, a number of probes have
been suggested (and in some cases measured in data) that
study the correlation of 2-point statistics and background
density. Chiang et al. [34] have measured this by means of
the integrated bispectrum. Simpson et al. [35–37] have
proposed a clipped power spectrum approach, where
2-point statistics are measured on the sky after excluding
high density regions. They have shown that these mea-
surements contain information complementary to the cor-
responding measurements on the full sky.
A similar direction was investigated by Gruen et al. [38]
who separately measured the lensing power spectrum in
underdense and overdense lines of sight. The framework
presented in this paper is based on their concept of trough
lensing. We will call it density split lensing when only
lensing measurements are involved and density split sta-
tistics when it is combined with counts-in-cells measure-
ments. This method can be summarized as follows: we
consider a foreground (low redshift) population of galaxies
and smooth their position field with a circular top-hat
aperture. This smoothed density field is then used to divide
the sky into sub-areas of equal size but distinct galaxy
density. In this paper we consider in particular 5 sub-areas
and call them quintiles of galaxy density. As a next step, we
use a background (high redshift) population of galaxies to
measure the tangential shear of these galaxies around a set
of uniformly spaced points within the area of each density
quintile. The resulting lensing signals trace the matter
density contrast around regions of fixed foreground galaxy
density. This data vector is then complemented by the
histogram of counts-in-cells of the foreground galaxies to
pin down their bias and stochasticity. As we show in this
paper, a cosmological analysis based on this density split
data vector has a number of desirable features:
(i) it allows for an accurate analytic modeling with the
help of cosmological perturbation theory and a
nonlinear power spectrum,
(ii) it yields high signal-to-noise measurement,
(iii) it avoids systematics common to cosmic shear such
as additive shear biases or intrinsic alignments (as
long as tracer sample and source sample do not
overlap in redshift),
(iv) it has a very intuitive interpretation.
This paper is a companion paper of Gruen et al. [39], where
we present our actual data analysis, including tests for
systematic effects as well as a description of how we
estimate the covariance of our signal. This paper is
presenting the modeling framework used in that analysis.
Our Sec. II gives a general overview of density split
statistics: we describe our data vector, explain how it
can be modeled and also present forecasts on cosmological
parameter constraints, both for a ΛCDM model and an
extended model that allows gravitational collapse to behave
differently than within general relativity. In Sec. III we
describe the simulated data used in this work. Section IV
explains details of the model presented in Sec. II. There we
also compare individual components of this model directly
to measurements in N-body simulations. In Sec. V we show
that our model for a data vector combining density split
lensing and counts-in-cells statistics is accurate enough to
recover the cosmology underlying our N-body simulations.
Any possible deviation between our model and the sim-
ulations is shown to be well within statistical uncertainties
of year 1 data of the Dark Energy Survey (DES Y1).
In Appendix A, we review a number of differential
equations that govern gravitational collapse. In
Appendix B, we review the leading order perturbative
calculation of the 3-point statistics of the cosmic density
field for a general ΛCDMmodel. Appendix C qualitatively
compares our model of the cosmic density PDF to a second
set of N-body simulations as a complement to the com-
parison carried out in the main text. Appendix D derives
properties of joint log-normal random fields and
Appendix E repeats the validation of our model for an
alternative shot-noise parametrization.
II. DENSITY SPLIT STATISTICS: DATA
VECTOR, MODELING AND FORECASTS
This section provides an introduction to the program of
density split statistics. In Sec. II A we describe how we
obtain the density split lensing signal and how this signal
can be further complemented with information on galaxy
bias and stochasticity from counts-in-cells. In Sec. II B we
outline our modeling of this signal (but postponing tech-
nical details of this model to Sec. IV). In Sec. II C we
provide forecasts on the cosmological information that can
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be obtained with a measurement of density split statistics in
year-1 data of the Dark Energy Survey (DES Y1).
A. Measuring density split statistics
Density split lensing is a generalization of trough lensing
[38] and can be described in three steps:
1. Splitting the sky into quantiles of different
foreground galaxy density
Consider a sample of low-redshift galaxies that are
tracing the line-of-sight density of matter with some red-
shift distribution nlðzÞ. We will call these galaxies the
foreground sample. For an angular radius θT , which we will
call the top-hat aperture radius, we define NTðnˆÞ to be the
number of galaxies found within a radius θT around the
point on the sky specified by the vector nˆ on the unit
sphere. The field NTðnˆÞ can be used to divide the sky into
regions of different galaxy density. Gruen et al. [38] have
done this by discretizing the sky with a HEALPIX.1 grid and
sorting the pixels according to their value of NTðnˆÞ. Then
they considered the 20% of the pixels with the lowest
values of NT , calling them troughs. In the limit of a fine
pixelization these pixels can be considered the most
underdense quintile of the sky area. This can be generalized
to the second most underdense quintile, the third most
underdense quintile etc. or even to finer splits using more
then just 5 quantiles.
We stick to a division into 5 quantiles (quintiles)
throughout this paper. The upper panel of Fig. 1 illustrates
such a subdivision on a patch of a simulated sky (from the
Buzzard flock, see Sec. III and especially DeRose et al. [41]
for details). There we use a top-hat aperture radius θT ¼ 200
and the tracer galaxies have the redshift distribution that is
displayed by the solid line in Fig. 2. Figure 1 shows the
most underdense quintile of the simulated patch in cyan,
the most overdense quintile in red, and the three inter-
mediate quintiles in blue, green, and orange.
Note that the sum of the 5 lensing signals will vanish on
average (we subtracted 1=5 times the shear around random
points from each signal, but due to boundary effects their
sum will not vanish exactly). This means that roughly 4 of
the 5 signals contain independent information. We have not
investigated, whether our choice of 5 quantiles is in any
way optimal. Choosing 3 quantiles would leave us with 2
independent signals and would hence suffice to be sensitive
to both the variance and skewness of the density field. 5
quantiles enable a sentitivity beyond the 3rd moment of the
density field. And they also allow us to explicitly show, that
the median universe is underdense (which we could not do
with 4 quantiles). In Sec. IV we investigate different radii of
our top-hat aperture and find that θT ¼ 200 is the smallest
radius at which our model is reliable (given the redshift
distribution we use in Gruen et al. [39]).
2. Tracing the mean dark matter density in each sky
quintile with gravitational lensing
Now consider a second sample of galaxies at higher
redshifts than the foreground sample (the source sample,
see, e.g., the dashed and dotted redshift distributions in
Fig. 2). As the light of these galaxies passes the large-scale
structure of the foreground density distribution it undergoes
gravitational lensing effects such as gravitational shear [see,
e.g., [42]]. The density split lensing signal around each
quintile of the sky is obtained by measuring the stacked
radial profile of tangential shear around random points
located within that quintile. These points are constrained to
lie within the part of the sky covered by a certain quintile of
galaxy density but are otherwise random in their location.
Because these random points are split according to the
density quintile they are located in, their stacked shear
signals trace the average profile of density contrast around
each quintile.
In the lower right panel of Fig. 1 we show the signals
measured for each density quintile in our mock data. The
points show the average measurement from 4 Buzzard
realisations of DES year-1 data (using the highest redshift
source population shown in Fig. 2) and the solid lines show
predictions by the model presented in this paper. The error
bars are derived from a set of log-normal realizations
(using the FLASK tool by Xavier et al. [43]; in Gruen et al.
[39] we describe in detail how we configured FLASK to
generate our mock catalogs). Two main features of the
density split lensing signals are apparent: first, the ampli-
tude of the radial shear around the 20% most underdense
pixels is lower than the amplitude of the tangential shear
around the 20% most overdense pixels. This is reflecting
the skewness of the cosmic density PDF. Secondly, the
signal around points in the third quintile is still signifi-
cantly negative, which reflects the fact that the median
universe is underdense. A more subtle feature is the fact
that the underdense signals fall off less rapidly with
increasing scale than the overdense signals. This is because
on large scales the density field becomes Gaussian and
hence recovers its initial symmetry between overdensities
and underdensities.
3. Measuring the average counts-in-cells in each
density quintile to obtain additional information
on galaxy bias and stochasticity
If galaxy counts and the matter density field were
perfectly correlated, then a split of the sky by galaxy
density would be identical to a split by matter density.
Hence, in this limit the density split lensing signals would
be independent of the bias of the tracer galaxies. In a
realistic scenario however, shot-noise of the galaxies
smears out our attempts to divide the sky into areas of1See Górski et al. [40] for details on HEALPIX.
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different matter density. Hence the density split lensing
signals obtain a dependence on galaxy bias, but also on
galaxy stochasticity. Increasing the linear bias of galaxy
clustering will sharpen the tracers’ ability to distinguish
between overdensities and underdensities. Thus, increasing
this bias will increase the amplitudes of the signals. This
means that linear bias is to some degree degenerate with the
amplitude of density fluctuations, σ8. But σ8 and bias
influence the third moments of the density field in different
ways and their degeneracy is not complete. As a conse-
quence, it is possible to obtain constraints on cosmological
parameters from the lensing signals alone (cf. Sec. II C and
the blue contour in the left panel of Fig. 3).
But additional information on bias and stochasticity
nevertheless helps to tighten these constraints. In this paper
we decided to add that information in the form of
normalized quantiles of the counts-in-cells (CiC) histogram
of the tracer galaxies: we measure the histogram of tracer
counts within the same aperture that was used to identify
our density quintiles. Then we identify the parts of this
histogram that correspond to these quintiles (cf. lower left
panel of Fig. 1). For each quintile q we then determine the
mean galaxy count in that quintile, Nq, and normalize it by
the overall mean galaxy count in our aperture, N¯. I.e., for
each quintile we add Nq=N¯ to our data vector. This indeed
helps to tighten constraints on cosmological parameters
FIG. 1. Top panel: splitting the lines of sight in one DES-Y1 like Buzzard simulation into 5 quantiles of galaxy density (color coding
from cyan, most underdense, to red, most overdense). The map uses a 20 arcmin top-hat radius and REDMAGIC galaxies with a redshift
range of 0.2 ≲ z≲ 0.45. Bottom left: histogram of REDMAGIC galaxy counts in 20 arcmin radii (counts-in-cells). We show the mean
histogram from 4 Buzzard realizations of DES-Y1 (black points), our model based on perturbation theory and cylindrical collapse (solid
line) and a model that assumes the projected density contrast to be a Gaussian random field (dotted line). The color coding corresponds
exactly to the density quantiles in the top panel. Bottom right: Lensing signals around random points split by the density quantile in
which these points are located. We show the mean measurement from 4 Buzzard realisations (black points), our perturbation theory
model (solid line) and a model that assumes projected density contrast and lensing convergence to be joint Gaussian random variables
(dotted line). Color coding is the same as in the other panels. The asymmetry between the lensing signals around the most underdense
and most overdense lines-of-sight indicates the skewness of the cosmic density PDF.
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(cf. Sec. II C and the green contour in the left panel
of Fig. 3).
B. Modeling density split statistics
We now outline a general framework for modeling the
data vector described above, leaving details of this frame-
work to Sec. IV. Unless stated differently, we will assume a
flat ΛCDM universe throughout this paper.
Let us start by introducing the quantities whose relations
need to be modeled. First, we denote with δm;2D the line-
of-sight projection of the 3D density contrast according to
the redshift distribution nlðzÞ of our foreground galaxy
sample, i.e.,
δm;2DðnˆÞ ¼
Z
dwqlðwÞδm;3Dðwnˆ; wÞ ð2:1Þ
where nˆ denotes a unit vector on the sky, w is comoving
distance and the projection kernel qlðwÞ is given in terms of
nlðzÞ as
qlðwÞ ¼ nlðz½wÞ
dz½w
dw
: ð2:2Þ
We furthermore define δm;T to be the average of δm;2D over
top-hat filters with aperture radius θT , i.e.
δm;TðnˆÞ ¼
Z
jnˆ;nˆ0j<θT
dΩ0
δm;2Dðnˆ0Þ
2πð1 − cos θTÞ
: ð2:3Þ
Here j·; ·j denotes the angular distance between two points
on the sky.
We identify regions of different density by means of our
foreground galaxy sample. When smoothed with a top-hat
filter of radius θT , these galaxies are biased and possibly
stochastic tracers of δm;TðnˆÞ. Hence our model also needs
to include a description of how NTðnˆÞ, the number of tracer
galaxies found within an angular radius θT around the line-
of-sight nˆ, relates to δm;TðnˆÞ.
Finally, in order to describe the density split lensing
signal, we need to consider the lensing convergence field
FIG. 2. Redshift distributions of the tracer galaxy sample and
the source samples of our N-body realizations of DES-Y1.
FIG. 3. Left panel: Forecast of 1σ and 2σ constraints onΩm and σ8 achievable with density split lensing and counts-in-cells in DES Y1
data. The constraints are marginalized over Ωb, ns, h100, REDMAGIC galaxy bias b, and galaxy-matter correlation coefficient r. For the
parameters Ωb, ns, h100 we have assumed the same flat priors as used in the DES Y1 combined probes analysis presented in DES
Collaboration [21]. Right panel: ΔS3=S3 measures relative deviations from our fiducial perturbation theory prediction of the scaling
coefficient S3 ≡ hδ3ihδ2i2 [cf. Eq. (2.30) and Sec. IV for details]. It can hence be thought of as the Bispectrum amplitude. We show 1σ
constraints on this parameter achievable with density split lensing and counts-in-cells in DES data alone (solid lines) and using
additional information on cosmology from Planck (dashed lines, no lensing). The sharp cutoff of the contours for low values of Σ8 is
caused by the requirement that matter density and a shot-noise free galaxy density field must have a correlation coefficient r ≤ 1. All
likelihoods are centered around our fiducial cosmology, i.e., the parameters describing the Buzzard simulations.
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for our population of source galaxies. Given the source
redshift distribution nsðzÞ, the convergence κ is given by
the line-of-sight projection
κðnˆÞ ¼
Z
dwWsðwÞδm;3Dðwnˆ; wÞ; ð2:4Þ
where Ws is the lensing efficiency, which is defined by
WsðwÞ ¼
3ΩmH20
2c2
Z
∞
w
dw0
wðw0 − wÞ
w0aðwÞ qsðw
0Þ; ð2:5Þ
and qsðwÞ ¼ nsðz½wÞ dz½wdw is the line-of-sight density of the
sources. Smoothing the convergence field with a circular
aperture of radius θ results in a field which we will denote
by κ<θðnˆÞ.
Because of the isotropy of the universe, we will now
omit the dependence of the above quantities on nˆ. To model
the density split lensing signal one needs to answer the
following questions:
(i) Given the number of galaxies NT found around a
line-of-sight nˆ, what distribution can be inferred for
the matter density contrast δm;T in that line-of-sight?
i.e., what is the expectation value hδm;T jNTi?
(ii) Given the matter density contrast δm;T in the line-of-
sight nˆ, what lensing convergence κ<θ is expected
inside an angular distance θ from that line-of-sight?
i.e. what is the expectation value hκ<θjδm;Ti? The
tangential shear profile around that line-of-sight can
then be inferred from the convergence profile as
hγtðθÞjδm;Ti ¼ hκ<θjδm;Ti − hκθjδm;Ti
¼ cos θ − 1
sin θ
d
dθ
hκ<θjδm;Ti; ð2:6Þ
where κθ is the average convergence at the radius θ.
The first of the above questions can be answered in the
form of a conditional PDF of δm;T given a certain value of
NT , i.e. pðδm;T jNTÞ. Using Bayes’ theorem this can be
written as
pðδm;T jNTÞ ¼
PðNT jδm;TÞpðδm;TÞ
PðNTÞ
; ð2:7Þ
where PðNT jδm;TÞ is the probability of finding a number of
galaxies NT given that the density contrast is δm;T and
where pðδm;TÞ and PðNTÞ are the total PDF of δm;T and the
total probability of finding NT tracer galaxies. The average
convergence profile around a circle withNT galaxies is then
given by
hκ<θjNTi ¼
Z
dδm;Thκ<θjδm;T; NTipðδm;T jNTÞ
≈
Z
dδm;Thκ<θjδm;Tipðδm;T jNTÞ; ð2:8Þ
where in the second step we have assumed that the expected
convergence within θ only depends on the total matter
density contrast within θT .
We now divide the sky into different quintiles of tracer
galaxy density. Let us denote with Q½0.0; 0.2 the 20% of
the lines-of-sight on the sky that have the lowest value of
NT . There will be a maximal value NT ≤ Nmax in this
quintile and the stacked convergence profile around these
lines-of-sight is given by
hκ<θjQ½0.0;0.2i
¼ 1
0.2
 X
N<Nmax
PðNÞhκ<θjNT ¼ Ni þ αhκ<θjNT ¼ Nmaxi

:
ð2:9Þ
FIG. 4. Forecast of posterior constraints on galaxy bias b and galaxy-matter correlation coefficient r achievable with density split
lensing and counts-in-cells in DES Y1 data. The constraints are marginalized over Ωm, σ8, Ωb, ns, and h100, where for the last three
parameters we have assumed the same flat priors as used in the DES Y1 combined probes analysis presented in DES Collaboration [21].
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Here the factor α in the second term accounts for the fact
that the lines-of-sight with exactly NT ¼ Nmax might have
to be split between the quintile Q½0.0; 0.2 and the quintile
Q½0.2; 0.4. It is given by
α ¼ 0.2 −
X
N<Nmax
PðNÞ: ð2:10Þ
This can be easily generalized to the other quintiles
Q½qmin; qmax and also to the case of dividing the sky into
more than 5 density regimes. Finally, we also add the
average of the counts-in-cells in each quintile normalized
by the mean galaxy count N¯ to our data vector. For the
quintile Q½0.0; 0.2 this is given by
hNT jQ½0.0; 0.2i
N¯
¼ 1
0.2N¯
 X
N<Nmax
PðNÞN þ αNmax

;
ð2:11Þ
which is also straightforward to generalize to other quan-
tiles Q½qmin; qmax.
The probabilities PðNÞ can be computed from the
normalization of Eq. (2.7). Hence, our model for the
density split lensing signal needs the following three
ingredients:
(i) The PDF of matter density contrast, smoothed with a
top-hat filter of radius θT ,
pðδm;TÞ: ð2:12Þ
(ii) The expectation value of convergence inside a
distance θ given the density contrast inside θT ,
hκ<θjδm;Ti: ð2:13Þ
(iii) The distribution of galaxy counts inside the top-hat
radius θT given the density contrast within that
radius,
PðNT jδm;TÞ: ð2:14Þ
Gruen et al. [38] assumed δm;T and κ<θ to have a joint
Gaussian distribution. This allowed them to compute (i)
and (ii) solely from the dark matter clustering power
spectrum. To compute (iii) they assumed a linear galaxy
bias and Poissonian shot-noise of the tracer galaxies.
These assumptions allowed a sufficient model for their
measurements made on DES Science Verification data.
But as can be seen from the dotted lines in the lower
panels of Fig. 1, a Gaussian model for the density PDF is
not sufficient within the much smaller uncertainty of
DES-Y1. Also, in Sec. IV we demonstrate that the shot-
noise of the tracer galaxies cannot necessarily be assumed
to be Poissonian. In this work we hence want to revise
their model.
For each of the model components (i) and (ii) we
investigate two different modeling approaches—a baseline
approach and an approach with increased complexity used
to check the validity of the baseline model. In the following
we briefly outline each approach. The reader interested in
details of each modeling ansatz is referred to Sec. IV.
Readers who are not interested in this technical part of the
paper should feel free to skip Sec. IV.
(i) Baseline model for pðδm;TÞ:
In our fiducial model we assume δm;T to be a
log-normal random field [44]. The PDF of such a
variable can, e.g., be fixed by specifying the variance
hδ2m;Ti and skewness hδ3m;Ti. We predict the variance
of δm;T from the nonlinear matter power spectrum
[cf. [38]]. The latter is computed using HALOFIT
[45,46] and an analytic transfer function [47]. We
then use leading order perturbation theory to com-
pute a scaling relation between the bispectrum and
the power spectrum of the density field. Together
with our power spectrum this fixes the skewness
of δm;T .
Alternative model for pðδm;TÞ:
As an alternative we compute the PDF pðδm;TÞ
from its cumulant generating function (see Sec. IV
for a definition and further details). To model this
function we use a cylindrical collapse approach
based on the work of Bernardeau [48], Bernardeau
and Valageas [49] and Valageas [50].
(ii) Baseline model for hκ<θjδm;Ti:
In our fiducial model we assume that κ<θ can be
expressed as the sum of two random variables,
κ<θ ¼ κ<θ;corr þ κ<θ;uncorr; ð2:15Þ
where κ<θ;uncorr is assumed to be completely un-
correlated to δm;T and hence does not contribute to
the density split lensing signal. As a result we have
hκ<θjδm;Ti≡ hκ<θ;corrjδm;Ti: ð2:16Þ
We assume a joint log-normal PDF for the two
random variables δm;T and κ<θ;corr. The expectation
value hκ<θ;corrjδm;Ti is then fixed by specifying the
moments
hδ2m;Ti; hδ3m;Ti ð2:17Þ
as well as
hκ<θδm;Ti≡ hκ<θ;corrδm;Ti ð2:18Þ
and
hκ<θδ2m;Ti≡ hκ<θ;corrδ2m;Ti: ð2:19Þ
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Second order moments are again computed from our
nonlinear power spectrum while third order mo-
ments are inferred from perturbation theory. (The
introduction of κ<θ;uncorr is only necessary for con-
sistency reasons: a joint log-normal PDF of δm;T and
κ<θ characterized by the above moments would be
inconsistent with the variance hκ2<θi derived from
our power spectrum.)
Alternative model for hκ<θjδm;Ti:
As an alternative we compute hκ<θjδm;Ti from the
joint cumulant generating function of the variables
δm;T and κ<θ. This function can also be modelled in a
cylindrical collapse approach.
For model component (iii) we also investigate two
different modeling approaches—one ansatz intro-
ducing 2 free parameters and one ansatz introducing
3 free parameters. We find that our simulated tracer
catalogs are well described by the 2-parametric
model. But—anticipating real galaxies to behave
more complicated than simulated ones—we do not
consider either of these models as our baseline
model and instead apply both approaches to DES
data in Gruen et al. [39]. We summarize both
ansatzes here, but the interested reader is again
referred to Sec. IV for details of each ansatz.
(iii) Model 1 for PðNT jδm;TÞ:
In our fiducial model we introduce an auxilliary
field δg;T such that our foreground galaxies are
Poissonian tracers of that field, i.e.,
PðNT jδg;TÞ ¼
½N¯ð1þ δg;TÞNT
NT!
e−N¯ð1þδg;TÞ: ð2:20Þ
δg;T can be thought of as a smooth (shot noise free)
galaxy density contrast. We then assume that δg;T
and δm;T are joint log-normal random variables with
hδ2g;Ti ¼ b2hδ2m;Ti; hδ3g;Ti ¼ b3hδ3m;Ti ð2:21Þ
and
hδg;Tδm;Ti ¼ brhδ2m;Ti: ð2:22Þ
The parameters b and r will be called galaxy bias
and galaxy stochasticity and are free parameters of
the model.
Model 2 for PðNT jδm;TÞ:
As an alternative we assume PðNT jδm;TÞ to be a
generalization of the Poisson distribution, that al-
lows for
hN2T jδm;Ti ≠ hNT jδm;Ti þ hNT jδm;Ti2; ð2:23Þ
i.e. for a shot-noise that is either enhanced or
suppressed with respect to the Poisson case. The
enhancement of shot-noise is also allowed to be a
function of δm;T of (approximately) the form
hN2T jδm;Ti − hNT jδm;Ti2
hNT jδm;Ti
≈ α0 þ α1δm;T: ð2:24Þ
This model introduces an alternative bias parameter
b˜ such that
hNT jδm;Ti ¼ N¯½1þ b˜δm;T : ð2:25Þ
For the model components (i) and (ii) and on the scales
considered in this paper, the baseline and alternative
modeling approaches yield almost indistinguishable pre-
dictions (cf. Sec. IV). For component (iii) the modeling
ansatzes 1 and 2 are not necessarily identical, because they
introduce a different number of degrees of freedom.
Figure 1 as well as all parameter contours shown in this
paper are using the baseline model for components (i) and
(ii) and ansatz 1 for component (iii). The predictions
derived from different modelling approaches are however
almost indistinguishable (cf. Fig. 5).
C. Data vector and forecasts
on parameter constraints
1. Binning and scales
Throughout this paper, we assume that one sample of
tracer galaxies is used to identify density quintiles and
that the lensing profiles around these quintiles are
measured with two source redshift bins (cf. redshift
distributions in Fig. 2). To identify the different density
quintiles, we use a top-hat filter with fiducial smoothing
radius of θT ¼ 200.
We measure the density split lensing signal in 24 log-
spaced angular bins with
50 < θ < 6000: ð2:26Þ
But in the parameter forecasts and likelihood contours
shown in the following, we exclude bins with scales ≤ θT .
This reduces all lensing signals to 17 log-spaced angular
bins with
200 ≲ θ < 6000: ð2:27Þ
The scales with θ < θT are excluded from our analysis for a
number of reasons: first, the signal-to-noise ratio of our
lensing profiles drops quickly below θT (cf. Fig. 1).
Second, we chose our fiducial value of θT ¼ 200 because
we still trust the modeling of the density PDF described in
Sec. IV on this scale, and we do not want smaller angular
scales to contribute to our fiducial data vector. Third, the
approximation made in Eq. (2.8) might fail at scales smaller
than our aperture.
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FIG. 5. The PDF of projected density contrast in Buzzard compared to several models for various smoothing scales (δm;T is the
projected density contrast δm smoothed by our top-hat radius θT). In the upper panel of each plot the black line shows a histogram of δm;T
measured in an all-sky map from Buzzard. The grey lines show histograms measured in 14 DES year1 shaped patches of that all-sky
map. The blue lines show the PDF predicted by our tree-level computation of the cumulant generating function, the green lines show the
PT-motivated log-normal model and the red lines show a Gaussian PDF with the same variance as the other two models. The bottom
panels of each plot are showing the ratio of each PDF to the one measured in the Buzzard all-sky. For all aperture radii our HALOFIT
power spectrum is predicting a standard deviation of δm;T that is≳2% higher than what we find in Buzzard (cf. Fig. 6). For θT ¼ 200 and
300 this is the dominant source of mismatch.
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The sum of all 5 lensing signals will be very close to zero
(though not exactly zero because of masking effects), so
that they are not an independent set of observations. Hence,
we only include the 2 most overdense and the 2 most
underdense quintiles in our analysis, i.e., the cyan, blue,
orange, and red lines in Fig. 1. For the same reason, we also
use the normalized mean galaxy count only in four of the
five quintiles of the counts-in-cells histogram to comple-
ment the lensing measurement. The total number of data
points in our data vector is thus
Ndata ¼ Nlens þ NCiC
¼ ½Nquant − 1 · Nsource · Nang þ ½Nquant − 1
¼ 4 · 2 · 17þ 4
¼ 140: ð2:28Þ
2. Model parameters and forecast
on constraining power
We now investigate what constraints on model param-
eters can be expected from the above data vector when
measured in DES-Y1 data. For this, we assume the
optimistic case that component (iii) of our model is
sufficiently described by two parameters, i.e., by modeling
approach 1 in the previous section.2 This means that our
model is determined by the following 7 parameters:
(1) Ωm: present total matter density in units the critical
density of the universe,
(2) σ8: amplitude of present day density fluctuations in
spheres of 8 Mpc=h radius as predicted by the linear
power spectrum,
(3) Ωb: present density of baryonic matter in units of the
critical density of the universe,
(4) ns: the spectral index of the primordial power
spectrum,
(5) h100: the present day Hubble parameter in units
of 100 Mpc=ðkm=sÞ,
(6) b: linear bias of the tracers with respect to matter
density [cf. Eq. (2.21)],
(7) r: correlation coefficient between δm;T and δg;T
[cf. Eq. (2.22)].
We summarize these parameters and our fiducial values for
them in Table I. Throughout this paper, we assume the
universe to be flat.
If πα and πβ are any two of the above parameters then let
πˆα;ML and πˆβ;ML be maximum likelihood estimates of these
parameters based on a measurement of density split statistics.
The covariance of πˆα;ML and πˆβ;ML can be estimated by
Cov½πˆα;ML; πˆβ;ML−1 ≈
∂dTth
∂πα · C
−1
d ·
∂dth
∂πβ ; ð2:29Þ
where dth is our model of the density split data vector andCd
is the covariance matrix of a measurement of this signal in
DES-Y1. We will in the following use an estimate of Cd
from log-normal mocks and real DES Y1 shape noise (see
Sec. III B for a brief summary of our covariance estimation
and Gruen et al. [39] for details). The parameter covariance
computed with Eq. (2.29) can then be used to approximate
the expected distribution of our best-fit parameter estimates
with a multivariate Gaussian distribution.
Since the three parameters Ωb, ns, and h100 are only
poorly constrained by our data vector we are forced to
assume prior knowledge on them. To do so, we cut the
TABLE I. Model parameters of the forecast described in Sec. II C 2. The second column shows our fiducial values (the values
describing the Buzzard simulations). The third column shows the parameter priors used to cut our prediction for the posterior
distribution of best-fit parameters. The priors on Ωb, ns, and h100 are informative and chosen to be the same as used by the DES
Collaboration [21]. The prior on r is needed for mathematical consistency. And the other priors only have to be introduced formally
since we are approximating our analytic posterior by an MCMC. The 4th column shows the standard deviation of each parameter
(as computed from the MCMC) after marginalization over all other parameters. The 5th column shows the same standard deviations but
for the case where also ΔS3=S3 is introduced as a free parameter of our model. In column 6, we again fix ΔS3=S3 but assume that only
the lensing part of the data vector is used. These forecasts can be compared to the actual errors we find in Gruen et al. [[39], their tables 2
and 3] which are close despite marginalizing over systematic uncertainties.
Parameter
Fiducial value
(in Buzzard)
Prior in likelihood
analysis
DES-Y1 constraints
without ΔS3=S3
DES-Y1 constraints
with ΔS3=S3
DES-Y1 constraints
without ΔS3=S3
(lensing only)
σ8 0.82 [0.2, 1.6] 0.05 0.10 0.11
Ωm 0.286 [0.1, 0.9] 0.04 0.06 0.06
Ωb 0.047 [0.01, 0.07]         
ns 0.96 [0.7, 1.3]         
h100 0.7 [0.55, 0.91]         
b 1.618 [0.8, 2.5] 0.11 0.27 0.57
(lensing only: [0.0, 4.5])
r 0.956 [0.0, 1.0] 0.10 0.11 0.18
ΔS3=S3 0.0 ½−1.0; 2.0    0.20   
2Gruen et al. [39] will also consider modeling approach 2.
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Gaussian posterior predicted from the parameter covariance
with flat informative priors. These priors are chosen to be
the same used by the DES Collaboration [21]. For reasons
of mathematical consistency we furthermore have to
demand that r ∈ ½0; 1. These hard cuts of our originally
Gaussian approximation to the posterior distribution of
best-fit parameters make it difficult to marginalize over
individual parameters. We hence numerically evaluate our
analytic posterior with a Monte-Carlo Markov-Chain
(MCMC). This chain is used in the following visualiza-
tions. Since we are using an MCMC to trace our analytic
posterior, we have to formally define priors for all other
model parameters. These are chosen to be flat and to extend
well beyond the single-parameter standard deviations of the
posterior. In the third column of Table I, we summarize the
priors chosen for each model parameter.
The left panel of Fig. 3 shows the 1σ and 2σ constraints
achievable in the Ωm-σ8 plane. These contours are mar-
ginalized over the other model parameters, using the priors
mentioned above. The blue contours assume that only the
density split lensing signal has been used while the green
contours allow for complementary information from the
tracer counts-in-cells histogram. In the fourth column of
table I we show the standard deviation of each parameter as
found in our approximation to the posterior (and assuming
the full data vector, including lensing and counts-in-cell).
The 6th column shows the same constraints but using only
the lensing part of the data vector. Note that even without
the CiC part of the data vector density split statistics can
constrain the tracer bias b and the galaxy-matter correlation
coefficient r (see Fig. 4 for the full posterior distributions of
those parameters).
Density split statistics is complementary to an analysis
based on 2-point statistics not just because it has a different
dependence on the connection of galaxies and matter, but
also since it is sensitive to higher order moments of the
density field. We demonstrate this by introducing an
additional degree of freedom in our model, described by
an additional parameter:
(8) ΔS3=S3: a factor multiplying all third order statistics
in our predictions. The notation for this parameter is
based on the ratio
S3 ≡ hδ
3i
hδ2i2 ð2:30Þ
which connects third and second moments of the
density contrast and hence characterizes the ampli-
tude of the density bispectrum (see Sec. IVA 2 for
details). In our fiducial setup we compute it from
leading order perturbation theory and ΔS3=S3 hence
describes a relative deviation from that result.
Within the ΛCDM model and at leading order in pertur-
bation theory, the scaling between 2-point and 3-point
statistics of the density field is almost independent of the
cosmological parameters Ωm and σ8 [51]. Hence, a value of
ΔS3=S3 ≠ 0 would allow for deviations from the leading
order result that cannot be compensated by changingΩm or
σ8. Such deviations could be caused nonstandard physics of
dark matter and dark energy that affect overdensities and
underdensities differently (see, e.g., Lue et al. [52,53];
though fðRÞ modified gravity theories have been shown to
largely preserve the ΛCDM scaling, cf. Borisov and Jain
[54], Jain and Zhang [55]). Alternatively, they could
indicate a break down the perturbative scaling relations
due to highly nonlinear evolution of the density field or any
small scale baryonic physics that do not follow the scaling
relations of perturbation theory [cf. [28,51,56]].
In the right panel of Fig. 3 we show how density split
statistics including lensing and counts-in-cells can simul-
taneously constrain ΔS3=S3 and the parameter
Σ8 ¼ σ8
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ωm
p
; ð2:31Þ
even after marginalization over the other model parameters.
We also project how these constraints will improve when
moving to year 5 (Y5) data of DES or when adding
cosmological information from the cosmic microwave back-
ground. For the latter we estimated the parameter covariance
in a Planck chain3 and added this covariance as an additional
Gaussian prior around our fiducial cosmology.
With DES Y1 alone, we will be able to constrain the
aplitude of third order statistics of the density field to about
20% accuracy (cf. last column of Table I). Combining DES
Y5 and Planck, this improves to about 5%. And this is even
underestimating the power of DES-Y5: to project our
constraints onto year-5 we simply divided our covariance
by a factor of 4 in order to account for the larger area of the
final DES survey. But this does not take into account the
fact that DES Y5 will also be deeper than DES-Y1, which
reduces shape noise and opens up the possibility of
analyzing a larger number of redshift bins.
III. SIMULATED DATA
AND COVARIANCE MATRIX
In thisworkweuse two sets of simulated data: theBuzzard
galaxy catalogs which are constructed from high-resolution
N-body simulations [41,58,59] and simulated random fields
on the sky generated by the FLASK tool [43]. We briefly
describe these data sets in the following sections.
A. Buzzard mock galaxy catalogs
Here we describe the key aspects of the Buzzard galaxy
catalogs for the purposes of this work and refer the reader to
more detailed descriptions elsewhere [41,58,59]. We use
four independent realizations of a DES Y1-like survey in
version Buzzard-v1.1. These catalogs were constructed
3plikHM_TT_lowTEB inCOM_CosmoParams_base-plikHM_
R2.00.tar.gz from the Planck legacy archive https://pla.esac.esa.int/
pla/, no lensing, cf. Planck Collaboration et al. [57].
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from N-body simulations run using L-GADGET2 [60], a
version of GADGET2 modified for memory efficiency.
Second-order Lagrangian perturbation theory initial con-
ditions [61] were employed using 2LPTIC [61], and light-
cones were output on the fly. Each galaxy catalog is built
from a set of three nested lightcones using progressively
larger volume and lower resolution at higher redshifts. The
force resolution in each box is 20, 35, and 53 kpc=h with
the boundaries between the lightcones falling at redshifts
z ¼ 0.34 and z ¼ 0.9.
The galaxy catalogs are constructed from the lightcones
using the ADDGALS algorithm [59] which assigns galaxy
luminosities and positions based on the relation between
redshift, r-band absolute magnitude, and large-scale den-
sity, pðδjMr; zÞ, found in a subhalo abundance matching
(SHAM) model [[62,63], e.g.], in a high resolution N-body
simulation. Spectral energy distributions (SEDs) are given
to each simulated galaxy by finding a SDSS DR7 galaxy
[64] that has a close match in Mr and distance to its fifth
nearest neighbor galaxy and assigning the SDSS galaxy’s
SED to the simulated galaxy. Galaxy sizes and ellipticities
were assigned by drawing from distributions fit to high
resolution SuprimeCam i‘-band data [65]. Observed mag-
nitudes in griz were generated by redshifting the SEDs to
the observer frame and integrating over the DES passbands.
Photometric errors were added using the DES Y1 multi
object fitting (MOF) depth maps.
The effects of weak gravitational lensing are calculated
using the multiple-plane raytracing algorithm CALCLENS
[66]. The raytracing is done on a nside ¼ 4096 HEALPIX [40]
grid yielding an effective angular resolution of 0.850. At
each lens plane, the inverse magnification matrix of the ray
closest to every galaxy is interpolated to the galaxy’s 3D
position and used to shear and magnify the galaxy.
With galaxy catalogs with magnitudes, sizes and lensing
effects in hand, REDMAGIC and METACALIBRATION [67–69]
samples of galaxies are selected from the simulations in an
effort to approximate the selections done in the data. In the
case of REDMAGIC, the same algorithm which is used for
selection in the data is applied to the simulations, resulting in
a tracer galaxy catalog of equivalent volume density and at
least comparable bias. For the METACALIBRATION sample, as
we do not run full image simulations, we must make
approximate cuts on signal to noise of the galaxies to create
a facsimile of the source sample in the data. For in depth
comparisons of these simulated samples to their data counter-
parts see DeRose et al. [41].
For the density split analysis in this work, we use
REDMAGIC high density tracer galaxies (L > 0.5Lstar;
ρ ¼ 10−3 Mpc−3 comoving density) selected at a
REDMAGIC photometric redshift estimate of 0.2 < z <
0.45. For the source redshift split lensing signals, we bin
source galaxies by the expectation value of their pðzÞ as
estimated with BPZ [70,71] from the Buzzard mock
photometry. Bin limits are chosen such that the true mean
redshifts of the bins match the mean redshifts of the two
highest redshift source samples defined in Hoyle et al. [71].
B. Simulated density and convergence fields
from FLASK and Covariance matrix
For testing the numerical implementation of the model
described in the following section and for estimating a
covariance matrix of the density split lensing and counts-
in-cells signals in the Buzzard simulations and the DES
data, we use log-normal realizations of matter density and
convergence fields. We summarize their properties here,
with details given in Appendix A of Gruen et al. [39].
We generate these fields as all-sky HEALPIX maps of
matter density and convergence using the FLASK software
[43]. For the matter field, we choose the true redshift
distribution of REDMAGIC galaxies in the Buzzard simu-
lations, selected as described in Sec. III A. The matter field
is sampled by a tracer population with REDMAGIC density,
bias of b ¼ 1.54, and Poissonian noise, from which lines of
sight of different density are identified by the same
algorithm as in Buzzard or in the data. For the convergence
fields, we choose the estimated redshift distributions of
DES source galaxies in the two highest redshift bins of
Hoyle et al. [71]. Log-normal parameters of the density and
convergence fields are set by the perturbation theory
formalism described in the following section.
960 of these realizations are used to estimate large-scale
structure and shot noise contributions to the covariance
matrix of the signals modeled herein. The contribution
of shape noise is estimated by measuring the lensing
signals in actual DES Y1 data with 960 realizations of
the METACALIBRATION shape catalog [69] in which each
galaxy ellipticity was rotated by a random angle.
IV. MODELING DETAILS AND COMPARISON
TO SIMULATIONS
In this section we present the approximations used to
compute the ingredients (i), (ii), and (iii) of our model that are
listed at the end ofSec. II B.Wealso test themodel ingredients
(i) and (iii) directly against our N-body simulations.
Section IVA describes our model for the PDF of
projected density contrast within the top-hat smoothing
radius θT , pðδm;TÞ. Section IV B describes how we model
the convergence profile hκ<θjδm;Ti around apertures of
fixed density contrast δm;T . And in Sec. IV C we describe
our modeling of the probability PðNT jδm;TÞ of finding NT
tracer galaxies in an aperture with density contrast δm;T .
Section IV D summarizes our fiducial model and the
approximations used therein.
A. Projected density PDF
The computation of the PDF of the density field
when smoothed by top-hat filters has e.g. been addressed
by Bernardeau [48], Bernardeau and Valageas [49], and
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Valageas [50] (see also more recent developments in
[28,72–75] which however do not yet enter our formalism).
Bernardeau and Valageas [49] demonstrated how to extend
methods for the computation of the 3D density PDF to the
weak lensing aperture mass which is a projected quantity. In
the followingwe showhow tomodify their formalism in order
to compute the line-of-sight density PDF in angular circles of
radius θT . To do so, we have to consider the cumulant
generating function (CGF) of the field δm;TðnˆÞ. The moment
generating function (MGF) of δm;TðnˆÞ is defined as
ψðyÞ ¼
X
k
hδm;TðnˆÞki
k!
yk: ð4:1Þ
Due to the isotropy of the universe it does not depend on nˆ.
The CGF φðyÞ is given in terms of the MGF ψðyÞ as
φðyÞ ¼ lnψðyÞ
≡X
k
hδm;TðnˆÞkic
k!
yk; ð4:2Þ
where in the last linewe have defined the connected moments
or cumulants hδm;TðnˆÞkic of δm;TðnˆÞ. The CGF of δm;TðnˆÞ is
related to its PDF via
eφðyÞ ¼
Z
dδm;Teyδm;Tpðδm;TÞ; ð4:3Þ
which is the Laplace transform of the PDF. Hence, ifφðyÞ is a
known analytic function, then pðδm;TÞ can be computed by
the inverse Laplace transform
pðδm;TÞ ¼
Z
∞
−∞
dy
2π
e−iyδm;TþφðiyÞ: ð4:4Þ
This integral in the complex plain ismost efficiently evaluated
along the path of steepest descent (cf. [72], especially their
AppendixB). The cumulants of δm;TðnˆÞ can be approximated
as (cf. Bernardeau and Valageas [49])
hδm;TðnˆÞkic ≈
Z
dw
hfδcy;θw;Lðwnˆ; wÞqlðwÞLgkic
L
: ð4:5Þ
Hereql is the line-of-sight density of tracer galaxies defined in
Eq. (2.2) and δcy;R;L is the average of δm;3D over a cylinder of
length L and radius R, where L has to be chosen such that
correlations of δm;3D over a distance L vanish for all practical
purposes. Equation (4.5) employs a small angle approxima-
tion and a Limber-like approximation [76]. This means it
assumes that any n-point correlation functionbetween density
contrast at different redshifts zi, i ¼ 1.::n, varies much more
quickly with the redshift differences Δzij than the projection
kernel ql. Comparing (4.2) and (4.5) we see that the CGF of
δm;T can be computed in terms of the CGF of δcy;R;L as
φðyÞ ≈
Z
dw
φcy;θw;LðqlðwÞLy; wÞ
L
: ð4:6Þ
Hence, we have reduced the task of computingpðδm;TÞ to the
task of computing the connected moments of matter contrast
in a long 3D cylinder.
To proceed we consider two different ansatzes. The first
is to approximate pðδm;TÞ by a log-normal distribution
which is fixed by the first three connected moments of
δm;TðnˆÞ. The second ansatz is to compute φcy;θw;LðyÞ as a
whole in a way similar to the one of Bernardeau [48] and
Valageas [50] for the matter contrast in a 3-dimensional
sphere. Using (4.6) we can then attempt to solve the integral
in (4.4) directly. We present details of both approaches in
the following subsections.
1. Log-normal approximation for the PDF
Instead of computing the complete cumulant generating
function of δm;T via Eq. (4.6) we start with an approach that
only requires knowledge of the second and third cumulant,
i.e., the moments hδ2m;Tic and hδ3m;Tic (implicitly we also
assume hδm;Tic ≡ 0 for the first cumulant). To do so, we
approximate δm;T as a shifted log-normal random varia-
ble [43,44]. In this case the PDF of δm;T is given by
pðδm;TÞ ¼
exp ð− ½lnðδm;T=δ0−1Þþσ2=22
2σ2
Þﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2π
p
σðδm;T − δ0Þ
ð4:7Þ
if δm;T > δ0 and pðδm;TÞ ¼ 0 otherwise. The expectation
value of this PDF is zero, as is appropriate. The variance
and skewness of δm;T are given in terms of the parameters
δ0 and σ by [44]
hδ2m;Tic ¼ δ20ðeσ
2 − 1Þ
hδ3m;Tic ¼
3
δ0
hδ2m;Ti2c þ
1
δ30
hδ2m;Ti3c: ð4:8Þ
The ansatz of a log-normal PDF has been shown to be
consistent with early DES data by Clerkin et al. [77]. For
the 3-dimensional density contrast δm;3D this can be
reasonably motivated from theory by observing that at
leading order in perturbation theory the skewness of δm;3D
scales as
hδˆ3m;3Dic ∼ hδˆ2m;3Di2c ð4:9Þ
with corrections of the order hδˆ2m;3Di3c. This is exactly the
scaling obeyed by the log-normal distribution and choosing
the parameter δ0 appropriately allows one to exactly
reproduce the scaling coefficients predicted by perturbation
theory.
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At least for a power law power spectrum, the same kind
of scaling is observed also for 2-dimensional, projected
versions of the density field. Hence, one of the ansatzes
used in this paper to compute the PDF of δm;T is to derive its
variance and skewness as described in Appendix B and fix
δ0 and σ by demanding that the PDF in (4.7) has the same
second and third moments.
2. Tree level computation of φcy;θw;Lðy;wÞ
in the cylindrical collapse model
Let us first consider the cumulant generating function
φ3Dðy; τÞ of the 3-dimensional density contrast δ3Dðx; τÞ. To
computeφ3D at tree-level in perturbation theory it is sufficient
to assume spherical symmetry around a particular point x
[see, e.g., [50]]. Doing so, we can directly compute δ3Dðx; τÞ
as a function of the linear density contrast δ3D;linðx; τÞ by
means of the spherical collapse model [50,78], i.e.
δ3Dðx; τÞ ¼ F½δ3D;linðx; τÞ; τ ð4:10Þ
where F is determined by one of the differential equations
presented in appendix A. Hence, using the assumption that
the linear density contrast has a Gaussian distribution with
variance σ23D;linðτÞ we can express the cumulant generating
function as [cf. Eq. (4.3)]
exp fφ3Dðy; τÞg ¼
Z
dδ3Deyδ3Dpðδ3D; τÞ
¼
Z
dδ3D;linﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2πσ23D;linðτÞ
q
× exp

yF½δ3D;lin; τ −
δ23D;lin
2σ23D;linðτÞ

;
ð4:11Þ
where in the last step we simply performed a change of
variables from δ3D to δ3D;lin. We now employ Laplace’s
method, which states that a function fðxÞ which strongly
peaks around x0 fulfilsZ
dxefðxÞ ≈
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2π
jf00ðx0Þj
s
efðx0Þ: ð4:12Þ
This way we can approximate the last line of (4.11) as
eφ3Dðy;τÞ ≈
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
j1 − yF00½δ; τσ23D;linðτÞj
s
× exp

yF½δ; τ − δ
2
2σ23D;linðτÞ

; ð4:13Þ
where δ is the linear density contrast that maximizes the
exponent in (4.11) and 0 denotes derivation with respect to δ.
In the quasilinear limit of σ23D;lin → 0 this gives
φ3Dðy; τÞ ≈ yF½δ; τ −
δ2
2σ23D;linðτÞ
; ð4:14Þ
where δ has to be determined by the implicit equation
δ
σ23D;linðτÞ
¼ yF0½δ; τ: ð4:15Þ
It should be noted that Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15) reproduce
exactly the tree-level results for the cumulant generating
function [cf. [48,50,51,73]].As described inBernardeau et al.
[51] the coefficients
Sn ¼
hδnic
hδ2in−1c
ð4:16Þ
are given quite accurately by the lowest order of perturbation
theory. Hence, using HALOFIT [45,46] and an analytic transfer
function [47] to compute the nonlinear matter power spec-
trum, we can compute the nonlinear variance hδ2ic;non lin and
then rescale the leading order CGF to its nonlinear versionvia
φnon linðy; τÞ ¼
hδ2ic;lin
hδ2ic;non lin
φlead

y
hδ2ic;non lin
hδ2ic;lin
; τ

: ð4:17Þ
To perform the projection integral in Eq. (4.6) we
need to know the cumulant generating function of the
density contrast in a long cylinder of radius R and length
L ≫ R, δcy;R;L. Bernardeau [48] [1994; see also [50], and
the other references above] have generalized Eq. (4.14) to
the case of matter density in a spherical aperture. Their
results can easily be transferred to cylindrical apertures,
yielding
φcy;R;Lðy; τÞ ≈ yFcyl½δ; τ −
δ2
2σ2
R
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þFcyl½δ
p
;L;lin
ðτÞ ; ð4:18Þ
where σ2R;L;lin is the variance of linear density contrast in a
cylinder, Fcyl is now determined by cylindrical collapse and
δ has to be determined by the implicit equation
1
2
d
dδ
δ2
σ2
R
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þFcyl½δ
p
;L;lin
ðτÞ ¼ yF
0½δ; τ: ð4:19Þ
Using Eq. (4.17) we can again rescale this leading
order result for the generating function to its nonlinear
counterpart.
The validity of Eq. (4.17) is ultimately limiting the
accuracy of our model for the distribution of the density
contrast inside the aperture radius θT , pðδm;TÞ. In Fig. 5 we
compare the PDF measured in the Buzzard simulations to
both the log-normal model and the full CGF computation
of the PDF for aperture radii θT ¼ 100; 200; 300. For both
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θT ¼ 200 and 300 our model PDF’s and the Buzzard
simulations agree within DES-Y1 cosmic variance as
can be seen in the residuals shown in the lower panels
of each plot. Also, the difference between log-normal
approximation and full CGF computation is completely
negligible. To investigate the agreement of Buzzard and our
models more quantitatively, we also compare the variance
and skewness of each PDF. In Fig. 6 we show the ratio of
these moments as found in Buzzard to our predictions. For
θT ¼ 100, the density field in Buzzard seems to have a
significantly higher skewness than predicted by our model.
We attribute this indeed to the failing of the quasilinear
rescaling, Eq. (4.17). For the other radii the skewness
values agree to within 2%–3%. A similar relative agree-
ment is achieved for the variance of the distributions. At our
fiducial radius θT ¼ 200 the variances of Buzzard and our
model differ by about 2.4%. This corresponds to a disagree-
ment in the fluctuation amplitude σ8 of about 1.2%.
For comparison, we also show a Gaussian model for the
density PDF in Fig. 5, using the same variance as for the
other PDF models. It can clearly be seen, that pðδm;TÞ
cannot be well described by a Gaussian distribution for any
of the considered smoothing radii.
B. Convergence profile around lines-of-sight
of fix density contrast δm;T
We now want to know the average lensing convergence
κ<θ inside a radius θ around a line-of-sight with a given
value of δm;T . By means of Eq. (2.6) this can be turned into
a prediction of the density split lensing signal. We start
by looking at the joint moment generating function of κ<θ
and δm;T ,
ψθðy; zÞ ¼
X
k;l
hδkm;Tκl<θi
k!l!
ykzl; ð4:20Þ
and their joint cumulant generating function defined by
φθðy; zÞ ¼ lnψθðy; zÞ
≡X
k;l
hδkm;Tκl<θic
k!l!
ykzl: ð4:21Þ
Using a Limber-like approximation similar to the one
employed in Eq. (4.6), one can write φθðy; zÞ as a line-
of-sight projection of the CGF of matter density contrasts
that are smoothed over concentrical cylindrical apertures
with length L and radii R1, R2, φcyl;R1;R2;Lðy; z; wÞ:
φθðy; zÞ ≈
Z
dw
φcyl;θTw;θw;LðqlðwÞLy;WsðwÞLz; wÞ
L
:
ð4:22Þ
Here, qlðwÞ is again the line-of-sight density of lens
galaxies and WsðwÞ is the lensing efficiency defined
in Eq. (2.5).
The joint PDF of κ<θ and δm;T is related to φθ via
pðδm;T ¼ s; κ<θ ¼ rÞ
¼
Z
∞
−∞
dydz
ð2πÞ2 e
−iys−izrþφθðiy;izÞ: ð4:23Þ
The expectation value of κ<θ given a certain value of δm;T is
then given by
hκ<θjδm;T ¼ si ¼
Z
drpðδm;T ¼ s; κ<θ ¼ rÞ
¼
Z
∞
−∞
dydz
ð2πÞ2 e
−iysþφθðiy;izÞ
Z
drre−izr
¼
Z
∞
−∞
dydz
2π
e−iysþφθðiy;izÞi
d
dz
δDðzÞ
¼
Z
∞
−∞
dy
2π
e−iysþφm;TðiyÞGθðiyÞ; ð4:24Þ
with
GθðyÞ ¼
d
dz
φθðy; zÞ

z¼0
¼
X
k
hδkm;Tκ<θic
k!
yk: ð4:25Þ
Using equation (4.22) we can express GθðyÞ by the
corresponding cylindrical, 3-dimensional quantity:
FIG. 6. This figure shows the ratio of moments of δm;T
measured in a Buzzard all-sky density map to the moments
predicted by our model as a function of θT . The error bars
represent the standard deviations of the moments found in a set of
14 DES Y1-sized patches in the Buzzard map. At our fiducial
radius θT ¼ 200 we find a ∼2.4% deviation between the variance
of δm;T measured in Buzzard and that predicted by our model.
This would correspond to a ∼1.2% deviation in σ8.
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GθðyÞ ≈
Z
dwWsðwÞGcyl;θTw;θw;LðqlðwÞLy;wÞ: ð4:26Þ
We again pursue two ansatzes for computing GθðyÞ: one
involving a log-normal model for the joint cumulants of κ<θ
and δm;T and one involving the model of cylindrical
collapse to compute a leading order perturbation theory
prediction for Gcyl;θTw;θw;Lðy; wÞ. We are detailing these
ansatzes in the following subsections.
1. Log-normal model for the joint cumulants
of κ<θ and δm;T
From Eq. (4.25) one can see that only joint cumulants of
the form
hδkm;Tκ<θic ð4:27Þ
enter the convergence profile around a given density
contrast. Hence, in a spirit similar to Sec. IVA 1 we only
compute the leading order cumulants hδm;Tκ<θic and
hδ2m;Tκ<θic as described in Appendix B and use these
moments to fix a joint log-normal PDF for κ<θ and δm;T .
Note that this is indeed not assuming, that κ<θ is a log-
normal random variable. It rather assumes that
κ<θ ¼ κlog−normal þ κuncorr; ð4:28Þ
where κlog−normal is log-normal and κuncorr is an unspecified
random variable that is uncorrelated with δm;T . Only
κlog−normal will actually contribute to the density split
lensing signal and we can model the expectation value
hκ<θjδm;T ¼ si by the following relation holding for two
joint log-normal variables:
hκ<θjδm;T ¼ si
κ0
¼ exp

Cð2 logð1þ s=δ0Þ þ V − CÞ
2V

− 1
ð4:29Þ
with
V ¼ log

1.0þ hδ
2
m;Tic
δ20

C ¼ log

1.0þ hδm;Tκ<θic
δ0κ0

κ0 ¼
hδm;Tκ<θi2ceV
hδ2m;Tκ<θic − 2hδm;Tκ<θichδ2m;Tic=δ0
ð4:30Þ
and δ0 determined as described in Sec. IVA 1.
It should be noted that the log-normal parameter κ0
which we use to approximate the contribution of κ<θ to
the lensing signal is dependent on the smoothing scale θ.
This indicates even further, that we do indeed not approxi-
mate κ as a log-normal field.
2. Tree level computation of Gcyl;R1;R2;Lðy;wÞ
in the cylindrical collapse model
For convenience we will shorten the notation of
Sec. IVA 2 by defining
GðyÞ≡Gcyl;R1;R2;Lðy; wÞ
φðy; zÞ≡ φcyl;R1;R2;Lðy; z; wÞ
F½δ≡ Fcyl½δ; τ
σR ≡ σR;L;lin
Ri;LðδÞ≡ Ri
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ F½δ
p
; i ¼ 1; 2: ð4:31Þ
The joint cumulant generating function of density contrast
in concentric cylinders is then [in complete analogy to
Eq. (4.18); see also [49], who present very similar calcu-
lations] given by
φðy; zÞ ≈ yF½δ1 þ zF½δ2 −
1
2
X
i;j
δi δ

jðC−1Þij; ð4:32Þ
where the elements of thematrixC aregivenbyC11¼σ2R1;Lðδ1Þ,
C ¼ σ2R2;Lðδ2Þ and C12 ¼ C21 is the linear covariance of density
contrasts in concentric cylinders of radii R1;Lðδ1Þ and
R2;Lðδ2Þ. This time the critical linear density contrasts δ2
and δ2 are given by the implicit equations
1
2
∂
∂δ1
X
i;j
δi δ

jðC−1Þij ¼ yF0½δ1 ð4:33Þ
1
2
∂
∂δ2
X
i;j
δi δ

jðC−1Þij ¼ zF0½δ2: ð4:34Þ
Note that these conditions force each δi to be a function of
both y and z, i.e., δi ¼ δi ðy; zÞ.
To predict the convergence profile around apertures of a
given density contrast δm;T by means of Eqs. (4.24) and
(4.26) we are interested in computing the function
GðyÞ ¼ ∂∂zφðy; zÞ

z¼0
: ð4:35Þ
Using the conditions (4.33) and (4.34) one can see right
away that
GðyÞ ¼ F½δ2ðy; 0Þ: ð4:36Þ
Furthermore, for z ¼ 0 Eqs. (4.33) and (4.34) can be
simplified to
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d
dδ1
δ1
2
C11
¼ yF0½δ1 ð4:37Þ
δ2 ¼
C12
C11
δ1: ð4:38Þ
This way we obtain a solution for GðyÞ at leading order
in perturbation theory. In Appendix B we argue that for
R2 ≥ R1 the cumulants hδkR1δR2ic approximately follow the
scaling relation
hδkR1δR2ic ∼ hδR1δR2ichδ2R1ik−1c : ð4:39Þ
This can be used to correct the tree-level approximation of
GðyÞ for the nonlinear evolution of the power spectrum.
To do so, we first determine the proportionality factors of
the relation (4.39) at leading order by fitting a polynomial
in y to the function GðyÞ and extracting the cumulants
hδkR1δR2ic from the polynomial coefficients. In practice, we
do this with a polynomial of degree 10, but already a
polynomial of degree 5 gives almost identical results.4
Then, we use the revised HALOFIT of Takahashi et al.
[46] to compute a late-time version of the right-hand side of
(4.39). This, together with the tree-level proportionality
factors determined before, yields a nonlinear approxima-
tion of the polynomial coefficients representing GðyÞ. We
use those to re-compute GðyÞ and then carry out the
projection integral in Eq. (4.26).
Our rescaling of the coefficient corresponding to the
cumulant hδ2R1δR2ic is in fact more complicated than
described here, cf. Appendix B 5. But we find our pre-
diction of the density split lensing signal to be insensitive to
the details of the rescaling procedure.
C. Shot-noise, stochasticity, and counts-in-cells
We now want to model the conditional probability
PðNT jδm;TÞ of finding NT galaxies in an angular radius
of θT , when the projected density contrast in that radius is
δm;T . This is the third ingredient of the framework described
in Sec. II and completes our modeling of the density split
lensing signal as well as the counts-in-cells histogram.
To analyze the relation of NT and δm;T in a systematic
way, let us introduce the auxiliary field δg;T . We assume
that δg;TðnˆÞ is a smooth field in the sky and that NT is
a Poissonian tracer of this field. This means we will
assume that
PðNT ¼ Njδg;TÞ ¼
½N¯ð1þ δg;TÞN
N!
e−N¯ð1þδg;TÞ; ð4:40Þ
where N¯ ≡ hNTi. A consequence of this assumption is that
the expectation value of NT for fixed δg;T is given by
hNT jδg;Ti ¼ N¯ð1þ δg;TÞ ð4:41Þ
and that the variance of NT for fixed δg;T fulfils
Var½NT jδg;T 
hNT jδg;Ti
¼ 1: ð4:42Þ
To connect the galaxy field to the lensing convergence we
however need to know the relation between NT and δm;T .
Assuming a generic joint PDF of δm;T and δg;T we can write
the expectation values of NT for fixed δm;T as
hNT jδm;Ti ¼
Z
dδg;Tpðδg;T jδm;TÞhNT jδg;Ti
¼ N¯ð1þ hδg;T jδm;TiÞ: ð4:43Þ
Also, it can be shown that the variance of NT for a fixed
value of δm;T is given by
Var½NT jδm;T  ¼ hNT jδm;Ti þ N¯2Var½δg;T jδm;T : ð4:44Þ
From Eq. (4.44) we can see that the distribution of NT
given δm;T can only be a Poisson distribution if
Var½δg;T jδm;T ≡ 0. This is the simplest model for the
connection of NT and δm;T that we test in this work and
in Gruen et al. [39]. If Var½δg;T jδm;T  ≠ 0 we will say that
there is a stochasticity between the galaxy field and the
matter density field, and we cannot assume a Poisson
distribution for PðNT jδm;TÞ. We note that “stochasticity”
in this context could arise from a nonlinear biasing
relationship between δg;T and δm;T , including, e.g., a
dependence on higher powers of δm;T or effects from halo
exclusion [79], or from physical stochasticity in galaxy
formation.
We explore two ways to account for a possible
stochasticity (see also Dekel and Lahav [80], who have
discussed similar concepts). In our first approach we
introduce a free parameter to our model—a Pearson
correlation coefficient r ≠ 1 between the random fields
δg;T and δm;T . Within our log-normal framework we show
that this automatically leads to a δm;T-dependence of the
ratio in Eq. (4.46). We explain the details of this in
Sec. (IV C 1).
In our second approach we employ a generalized Poisson
distribution for PðNT jδm;TÞ that allows for
Var½NT jδm;T 
hNT jδm;Ti
≠ 1: ð4:45Þ
In this approach we introduce 2 parameters, α0 and α1, to
our model such that
4The coefficients of linear and quadratic order in y are always
obtained from the exact perturbation theory computation of
Appendix B.
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Var½NT jδm;T 
hNT jδm;Ti
≈ α0 þ α1δm;T: ð4:46Þ
The details of this are explained in Sec. IV C 2.
Both of our approaches match our simulated data equally
well (cf. Fig. 8). This means that, for the galaxies in these
realizations, the model based on the correlation coefficient r
is a sufficient description. It will thus be the fiducial model in
this paper, used in all figures unless otherwise noted. In
Gruen et al. [39] wewill nevertheless apply both this and the
two-parametric model to account for the possibility that the
shot-noise of real galaxies behaves in a more complicated
way than that of our simulated galaxies.
1. Shot-noise model 1: Correlation r ≠ 1 between
galaxy density and matter density
In our fiducial model of PðNT jδm;TÞ we approximate the
joint distribution of both δm;T and δg;T with a joint log-
normal distribution (cf. Eq. (4.7) and Hilbert et al. [44] for
properties of joint log-normal distributions). The joint PDF
of two log-normal random variables is characterized by 5
parameters, e.g., by the variance and skewness of each
variable and the covariance between the two variables.
In our case, we compute the variance and skewness of
δm;T as described in Sec. IVA 1 and set the variance and
skewness of δg;T to
hδ2g;Tic ¼ b2hδ2m;Tic
hδ3g;Tic ¼ b3hδ3m;Tic ð4:47Þ
where the galaxy bias b is a free parameter. The covariance
of δm;T and δg;T is parametrized by their correlation
coefficient
r ¼ hδg;Tδm;Ticﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hδ2g;Tichδ2m;Tic
q ¼ hδg;Tδm;Tic
bhδ2m;Tic
; ð4:48Þ
i.e.,
hδg;Tδm;Tic ¼ rbhδ2m;Tic: ð4:49Þ
The log-normal model for the joint PDF of δm;T and δg;T
now allows us to compute the variance of galaxy counts
as a function of δm;T and more generally to compute
PðNT jδm;TÞ. We present the necessary derivations in detail
in Appendix D.
In our data analysis we consider b and r as free
parameters. The only restrictions we impose on them are
0 < b; 0 ≤ r ≤ 1: ð4:50Þ
To test how accurately this model describes the behavior
of our mock REDMAGIC catalogs based on the Buzzard
N-body simulations we nevertheless want to determine
what values of b and r are underlying our simulations. To
this end, we generate HEALPIX maps of δm;T with different
top-hat aperture radii θT ¼ 10, 20, 30 arcmin, based on
particle count maps at resolution Nside ¼ 8192 in slices of
comoving 50 h−1Mpc thickness. We co-add these maps to
reproduce a redshift range close to that of our fiducial
analysis, z ¼ 0.2100…0.4453. We then select REDMAGIC
galaxies with true redshift in this range and determine their
counts around the same HEALPIX pixel centers and within
the same aperture radii. The REDMAGIC mock catalogs
have a complex mask similar to that of real DES data,
which adds complication because the fraction of masked
area in each aperture must be equal in order to meaningfully
sort lines of sight by galaxy count. To this end, we convert
all counts to a masking fraction of 20 percent of area within
the aperture radius using the stochastic method of Gruen
et al. [[39], their Sec. II.A]. This leaves us with simulated
2D maps of δm;T and NT within a DES-Y1 shaped mask.
We can then measure the variances of these maps,
Varðδm;TÞ and VarðNTÞ, as well as their covariance
CovðNT; δm;TÞ. These fulfill the relations
VarðNTÞ ¼ N¯ þ N¯2b2Varðδm;TÞ: ð4:51Þ
and
CovðNT; δm;TÞ ¼ N¯brVarðδm;TÞ ð4:52Þ
which then fixes b and r. The values determined in this way
are shown in table II.
We now need to check whether these value for b and r
together with our assumption of a log-normal PDF for δm;T
and δg;T describe the properties of our tracer galaxies well.
Using our simulated maps of δm;T and NT we can measure
the expectation value
hδg;T jδm;Ti ¼
hNT jδm;Ti
N¯
− 1 ð4:53Þ
as a function of δm;T . Within the log-normal model
(cf. Appendix D for the relevant formulas) this is very
well approximated by
TABLE II. Best-fit values galaxy bias and correlation coeffi-
cients of our simulated tracer galaxieswithin themodel presented in
Sec. IV C 1. Error bars are estimated from a jackknife approach.
Smoothing
Scale [arcmin] b r
10 1.644 0.008 0.938 0.001
20 1.618 0.008 0.956 0.001
30 1.603 0.008 0.961 0.001
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hδg;T jδm;Ti ≈ rbδm;T ð4:54Þ
which becomes exact for Gaussian random variables. In
Fig. 7 we compare measurements of hδg;T jδm;Ti with the
different smoothing radii θT ¼ 10, 20, 30 arcmin to the
prediction of the log-normal model. We find that in our
simulations hδg;T jδm;Ti is consistent with a linear relation in
δm;T . Interestingly, the scale dependence of b and r we find
in Table II almost perfectly cancels to give a scale
independent proportionality coefficient
rb ≈ 1.54: ð4:55Þ
Next, we also measure the variance of galaxy counts NT as
a function of δm;T in our simulated maps and compare to the
prediction of the log-normal model. In Fig. 8 we indeed
find that
Var½NT jδm;T 
hNT jδm;Ti
≠ 1 ð4:56Þ
and that the δm;T-dependence is very well described by the
log-normal model and the values of b and r we determined
before. Finally, in Fig. 9 we show the residuals between
our baseline prediction of the counts-in-cells histogram
with θT ¼ 20 arcmin5 and the average of measurements
in 4 Buzzard realizations of DES Y1 data (cf. Fig. 1).
The residuals are well contained within DES Y1 errorbars.
2. Shot-noise model 2: Parametric model
for super-Poissonianity
Ourmodel of shot-noise basedongalaxybiasb and galaxy
matter correlation coefficient r describes our simulated tracer
FIG. 7. Average galaxy overdensity δg;T as a function of matter overdensity, δm;T , for our simulated maps at different smoothing scales:
10 arcmin [left], 20 arcmin [middle], and 30 arcmin [right]. Solid lines show a linear bias model with the bias parameters obtained from
maximizing the likelihood in Eq. (4.63) and the residual between the two are shown in the bottom panels. Note that the coefficient of
linearity found with (4.63) (≈1.54) is almost identical to the value of the product b · r determined with equation (4.54). To indicate the
range of δm;T that is relevant to our computation, we also show the density PDFs of Fig. 5 as shaded regions. The error bars were derived
from a jackknife approach.
FIG. 8. Ratio of the variance in the galaxy count distribution to
average galaxy counts in our simulated maps as a function of
matter overdensity. Differently coloured solid lines show the
result for each smoothing scale. The dashed black lines show the
predictions of the 2-parametric shot-noise model described in
Sec. IV C 2. The blue dotted lines show the corresponding
prediction of the alternative, 1-parametric model described in
Sec. IV C 1. The horizontal solid line shows the expectation if
shot noise was purely Poissonian. The coloured regions show the
95% confidence limits derived from jackknife resampling.5This is the smoothing radius used in our data analysis [39].
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catalog well. But it contains the arbitrary assumption that
both thevariance and the skewness of δm;T and δg;T are related
through the bias parameter b (cf. Eq. (4.47). To account for
the possibility that real galaxies might behave in a more
complicated way, we also consider a more flexible model of
the conditional distribution PðNT jδm;TÞ.
Gruen et al. [38] assumed that there is no stochasticity in
the relation of δm;T and δg;T and that galaxies trace the
matter density with a linear bias and Poissonian shot noise.
This means they set
PðNT ¼ Njδm;T ¼ sÞ
¼ exp ðN ln½N¯ð1þ b˜sÞ − ½N¯ð1þ b˜sÞ − lnΓðN þ 1ÞÞ;
ð4:57Þ
where b˜ is the galaxy bias, and where we now use a
generalizable definition of the Poisson distribution based
on the Gamma function Γ, for reasons that will appear later.
The galaxy bias b˜ defined this way is not identical to the
definition in our fiducial model. We now rather have
δg;T ≡ b˜δm;T: ð4:58Þ
We test this in our simulated maps of NT and δm;T by fitting
a linear relation to the mean smoothed galaxy contrast as a
function of dark matter contrast that was shown in Fig. 7.
We indeed find that this linear biasing model describes the
simulations very well and that b˜ ≈ br as expected from our
arguments in Sec. IV C 1.
The model used by Gruen et al. [38] however predicts
that
Var½NT jδm;T 
hNT jδm;Ti
≡ 1 ð4:59Þ
which is not what we find in Fig. 8. To account for the
deviations we observe from pure Poissonian shot-noise, we
hence model the distribution of NT given δm;T as
PðNT ¼ Njδm;T ¼ sÞ ∼N exp

N
α
ln

N¯T
α
ð1þ bsÞ

− lnΓ

N þ 1
α

−
N¯T
α
ð1þ bsÞ
	
;
ð4:60Þ
where the parameter α > 0 generalizes the distribution to
one where groups of α galaxies appear with Poissonian
noise and where the normalization coefficient N is needed
to ensure that
R
PðNT ¼ NÞdN ¼ 1. We find N to be very
close to α−1 and identical to α−1 in the case where α is an
integer value.
To account for the observed increase of super-
Poissonianity with density, we allow α to depend on δm;T ,
αðδm;TÞ ¼ α0 þ α1 × δm;T: ð4:61Þ
This indeed leads to a δm;T-dependence of the variance of
galaxy counts that is close to the relation mentioned in
Eq. (4.46). In our analysis we treat α0 and α1 as free
parameters within the ranges
α0 ∈ ½0.1; 3.0
α1 ∈ ½−1.0; 4.0: ð4:62Þ
In principle we could allow any value α0 > 0 but we choose
the boundary 0.1 < α0 because it is numerically difficult
(and slow) to predict the CiC histogram for values close to
α0 ¼ 0.0. The other boundaries roughly enclose the 2-σ
region of the posterior distribution of α0 and α1 we infer
with DES Y1 like errors around the mean signal measured
in Buzzard (after marginalizing over our other model
parameters, cf. Appendix E). Also, the constraints on α0
and α1 we derive in [39] on DES data are well contained
within our prior distributions.
Nevertheless, these priors must be considered mildly
informative. We expect that even stronger priors can be
motivated theoretically. [79] find that for their most massive
halos shot-noise is reduced with respect to Poisson expect-
ation by a factor of ≈2, indicating that α0 ≳ 0.5, while
for halo masses comparable to redmaGiC halo masses
FIG. 9. For the fiducial smoothing radius of our data analysis
presented in Gruen et al. [39], θT ¼ 20 arcmin, we show the
residuals between our baseline prediction of the counts-in-cells
histogram and the average of measurements in 4 Buzzard
realizations of DES Y1 data. Blue error bars represent the
uncertainties we expect for DES Y1 while green error bars show
the actual uncertainties of the mean measurement from our
simulations.
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(cf. Clampitt et al. [81]) they find shot-noise to be close to
Poissonian. Also, there is evidence that the fraction of red
galaxies that are satellites (resp. the fraction of satellite
galaxies that are red) increases with environment density
(see e.g. [82,83]). According to [79] this will cause an
increase of galaxy stochasticity with environment density,
corresponding to α1 > 0.0. We intend to investigate impli-
cations of models for halo occupation distributions (HOD)
on our shot-noise parametrizations in future studies (see,
e.g., the work by [84,85] on connecting HOD models and
parametric models of galaxy bias and stochasticity).
To compare this parametric shot-noise model to our
simulations, we are nevertheless interested in the particular
value of α0 and α1 that describe these simulations. From the
tuples of ðNT; δm;TÞi measured in our simulated maps, we
can constrain bias and the α0=1 parameters with a likelihood
L that is simply the product of the probabilities of the
individual tuples from Eq. (4.60),
lnL ¼
X
i
½Ni=αðδim;TÞ ln ½ðN¯i=αðδim;TÞÞð1þ b × δim;TÞ
− ½N¯i=αðδim;TÞð1þ b × δim;TÞ
− lnG½Ni=αðδim;TÞ þ 1 − ln αðδim;TÞ: ð4:63Þ
Because the tuples have correlated counts and densities,
this is not an exact expression for the likelihood of our
measurements, but it should be sufficient to obtain reason-
able best fit values for b, α0 and α1. We determine the
uncertainties of these best-fit values by finding the maxi-
mum of Eq. (4.63) on jackknife resamplings of the
simulations. The resulting parameter values are shown in
Table III and displayed in Figs. 7 and 8. We find that our
simulated REDMAGIC galaxies are indeed well described as
linearly biased tracers of the density field with a small, but
significant, scale and density dependent super-Poissonian
shot-noise.
D. Summary of fiducial model
and approximations therein
For each ingredient (i) to (iii) of the framework described
in Sec. II we have introduced at least two different
modeling ansatzes. We want to once more describe our
baseline model built from these ansatzes (cf. also Sec. II B).
This is the model we consider in Sec. V and which we use
in the data analysis presented in Gruen et al. [39].
(i) pðδm;TÞ: We find that the log-normal model (sec-
tion IVA 1) and our model based in cylindrical
collapse (Sec. IVA 2) describe the PDF of projected
density contrast equally well. The computations
based on the log-normal model are however signifi-
cantly faster. Hence in our fiducial analysis we
employ the log-normal model.
(ii) hκ<θjδm;Ti: We also introduced a log-normal model
(Sec. IV B 1) and a model based on cylindrical
collapse (Sec. IV B 2) for the convergence profile
around lines-of-sight with fixed density contrast
δm;T . Both models lead to almost identical predic-
tions for the density split lensing signal. Hence we
again choose the log-normal model for our fiducial
analysis, because of the shorter computation time.
(iii) PðNT jδm;TÞ: We introduced two models for the
distribution of tracer counts NT in lines-of-sight
of matter density δm;T. The first was based on linear
galaxy bias b and galaxy-matter-correlation coeffi-
cient r (Sec. IV C 1). The second was based on an
alternative definition of galaxy bias and on two
parameters α0 and α1 describing density dependent
deviations from Poissonian shot-noise (Sec. IV C 2).
Both models describe the behavior of our simulated
tracer galaxies in Buzzard-v1.1 similarly well. But
anticipating that real galaxies might behave in a
more complicated way, we will consider both
ansatzes in our fiducial analysis.
In the following list, we are summarizing the approx-
imations that went into the derivation of our baseline model.
(1) We assumed, that for fixed value of δm;T the
convergence within angular radius θ is not depen-
dent on NT [cf. Eq. (2.8)].
(2) All second order moments in our formalism are
computed with a HALOFIT power spectrum [46]
using an analytic approximation for the transfer
function [47].
(3) Equations (4.5), (4.6), (4.22) and (4.26) employ
a small angle and a Limber-like approximation
[following [49]].
(4) We compute the cumulant generating function of
density contrast in long cylinders by means of the
cylindrical collapse approximation (cf. Sec. IVA 2).
(5) We assume that the tree-level result of the cumulant
generating function can be corrected for the full
nonlinear evolution of the density field by means of
Eqs. (4.16) and (4.17).
(6) We approximate the PDF of δm;T resulting from a
cylindrical collapse approximation by a log-normal
PDF (cf. Sec. IVA 1).
(7) We employed approximations similar to (4), (5), and
(6) for the joint distribution of δm;T and κ<θ
[cf. Sec. IV B 2, Eq. (4.39) and Sec. IV B 1].
TABLE III. Best-fit values galaxy bias and shot-noise param-
eters of our simulated tracer galaxies within the model presented
in Sec. IV C 2. Error bars are again estimated from a jackknife
approach.
Smoothing
scale [arcmin] b˜ α0 α1
10 1.54 0.001 1.15 0.001 0.22 0.003
20 1.54 0.002 1.26 0.002 0.29 0.010
30 1.54 0.002 1.39 0.003 0.45 0.020
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(8) We assume that galaxies are linearly biased tracers
of the density field. We consider two different
models for shot-noise (resp. stochasticity), assuming
that the full distribution PðNT jδm;TÞ is well de-
scribed by either two parameters (b, r) or three
parameters (b˜; α0; α1).
Despite this long list of approximations, this baseline
model describes our measurements in the Buzzard simula-
tions well within DESY1 error bars (cf. Fig. 1). As shown in
the next section, themodel is also accurate enough to recover
the true cosmology of our simulation within DES Y1
uncertainties in a simulated likelihood analysis. In Gruen
et al. [39] (and using an extended set of simulations) we
furthermore show that the values of χ2 found between our
fiducial model and individual simulation measurements are
consistentwith the χ2-distribution expected fromour number
of data points, and that the coverage (i.e., the fraction of times
the true simulation cosmology is within the confidence
interval) matches expectations.
V. RECOVERING COSMOLOGY
IN N-BODY SIMULATIONS
In this section we want to test whether the modeling that
was described in Secs. II and IV is sufficient to recover the
cosmology underlying a density split data vector measured
in N-body simulations. The simulations we use are
described in Sec, III A. They are the same simulations
against which we tested the ingredients of our model in the
previous section. A likelihood analysis based on a density
split data vector measured in these simulations is presented
in Sec. VA. We only run a cosmological analysis on
the mean data vector measured on 4 DES-Y1 realisations.
The goal of this is to show that any possible systematic
deviations between our modeling of density split statistics
and the behaviour of our N-body simulations is smaller
than the statistical uncertainties of DES-Y1. A more
extensive validation of our likelihood pipeline is presented
in Gruen et al. [39].
A. Simulated likelihood analysis
We now measure the data vector that was described in
Sec. II C in 4N-body realizations of DES-Y1. We always
use the mean of these 4 data vectors. In order to further
reduce the noise of this measurement, we turn off the shape
noise in our simulated source catalogs, i.e. we measure our
signal directly from the gravitational shear acting each
galaxy. We then run Monte-Carlo Markov Chains of our
model around this data vector. For this we assume a
Gaussian likelihood function with the full covariance
(i.e. including shape noise) that was estimated by Gruen
et al. [39] for a DES-Y1 data set. The goal of this analysis is
to test whether the fiducial cosmology of the Buzzard
simulations is well contained within the 1σ contraints
derived from this likelihood analysis. A more extensive
validation of our likelihood pipeline is presented in Gruen
et al. [39].
In the top panel of Fig. 10 we show the 1σ and 2σ
constraints obtained from our simulated likelihood analysis
in the Ωm-σ8 plane after marginalizing over different sets
of parameters. First, we only vary Ωm and σ8, setting
other cosmological parameters to the inputs of the Buzzard
FIG. 10. To test our model for possible systematic deviations
from N-body simulations, we try to recover the Buzzard
cosmology in a simulated likelihood analysis. Top panel: 1σ
and 2σ contours in the Ωm-σ8 plane from a likelihood computed
around the mean of 4 shape noise free realisations of DES Y1 (but
assuming the full covariance matrix for a single DES Y1). The
green contours are marginalized over Ωb, ns, h100, redMaGiC
galaxy bias b, and galaxy-matter correlation coefficient r. For the
parameters Ωb, ns, h100 we have assumed the same flat priors as
used in the DES Y1 combined probes analysis presented in DES
Collaboration [21]. The red contours are marginalized only over
b and r and the blue contours only vary Ωm and σ8. Even when
going to this small parameter space, our model agrees with
Buzzard within 1σ errors of DES Y1. Bottom panel: Same
contours but in the Σ8 − ΔS3=S3 plane and varying one additional
parameter, ΔS3=S3.
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simulations and the parameters connecting galaxy count
and matter density to the values we found from the Buzzard
galaxy and density maps. Note that those values would be
inaccessible in a real measurement. The corresponding
constraints are very tight, but the fiducial values of our
parameters are still well contained in the 1σ contour. Then,
we also marginalize over the galaxy bias b and the galaxy
stochasticity r, demanding that 0 < r ≤ 1. The contours
now widen, and the fiducial values of Ωm and σ8 are still
located well within the corresponding 1σ contour. Finally,
we also marginalize over Ωb, ns, and h100, using the same
informative priors that have been used in the DES-Y1
combined probes analysis [21]. The contours widen further,
but our model and our simulations still agree well within 1σ
uncertainty.
In the bottom panel of Fig. 10 we repeat this analysis, but
now also vary the parameter ΔS3=S3 that was introduced
in Sec. II C. This parameter allows for deviations of the
3-point statistics of the density field from our fiducial
model. Within our statistical uncertainties we find that the
scaling between 3-point and 2-point statistics in our
simulations is well described by our fiducial assumptions
(ΔS3=S3 ¼ 0).
We repeat this analysis with our alternative shot-noise
model in appendix E.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work we introduced density split statistics, a
technique to separately measure contributions to weak
lensing and counts-in-cells from regions of different
foreground galaxy density. Based on the pioneering work
of Bernardeau [48], Bernardeau and Valageas [49] and
Valageas [50] (see also references therein) on modeling
the cosmic density PDF we were able to model the
density split lensing signal as well as the counts-in-cells
histogram from basic principles. With the help of this
model, we then showed that density split statistics has
two features that make it a potentially powerful cosmo-
logical probe:
(i) it is able to constrain the cosmological parameters
Ωm and σ8 even if the relation of galaxy density and
matter density is assumed to have 2 degrees of
freedom: galaxy bias and galaxy-matter-correlation
coefficient,
(ii) it is able to constrain the amplitude of 3-point
statistics of the density field with almost no degen-
eracy to constraints on the amplitude of 2-point
statistics.
In our fiducial model we predict 3-point statistics from
cosmological perturbation theory. Deviations from that
fiducial prediction may hint to nonstandard physics, that
affect overdense and underdense parts of the matter field
differently, or to any non-linear dynamics or small scale
physics that break the scaling relations of ΛCDM perturba-
tion theory. We showed that a DES-Y5 data set combined
with data form the cosmic microwave background can
measure the amplitude of 3-points statistics to a 1σ accuracy
of ≲5%. This is a conservative estimate since our projec-
tions neglect the fact that DES-Y5 will be a deeper data set
than DES-Y1. Also, we so far neglected the possibility of a
combined analysis including density split statistics and
measurements of 2-point correlation functions.
Using measurements in high-resolution N-body simu-
lations we showed that our model of the density split
lensing signal and the counts-in-cells histogram is accurate
to well within the statistical uncertainties of the DES-Y1
data set. Especially, in a mock likelihood analysis we were
able to recover the input cosmology of our simulations to
well within DES-Y1 parameter errors. Cosmological con-
straints from DES-Y1 data based on density split statistics
are presented in Gruen et al. [39].
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APPENDIX A: FRIEDMANN EQUATIONS,
LINEAR GROWTH, SPHERICAL COLLAPSE,
AND CYLINDRICAL COLLAPSE
Throughout this section we set G ¼ 1 ¼ c and we
assume a flat ΛCDM universe. In proper comoving time
t the Friedmann equations take the form
H2 ¼ 8π
3
ðρ¯m þ ρ¯ΛÞ ðA1Þ
dH
dt
þH2 ¼ − 4π
3
ðρ¯m − 2ρ¯ΛÞ; ðA2Þ
where H ¼ ddt ln a. In conformal time, defined by dt ¼ adτ,
this changes to
H2 ¼ 8π
3
a2ðρ¯m þ ρ¯ΛÞ ðA3Þ
dH
dτ
¼ − 4π
3
a2ðρ¯m − 2ρ¯ΛÞ; ðA4Þ
where H ¼ ddτ ln a. We will from now put ddτ≡·.
In the Newtonian approximation, i.e., on scales much
smaller that the curvature horizon of the universe, the
evolution of a spherical, cylindrical or planar perturbation δ
is given by the equation
d2δ
dt2
þ2Hdδ
dt
−
Nþ1
N
1
1þδ

dδ
dt

2
¼4πρ¯mδð1þδÞ; ðA5Þ
where N ¼ 3 for a spherical perturbation, N ¼ 2 for a
cylindrical perturbation andN ¼ 1 for a planar perturbation
(see Mukhanov [86] where this is demonstrated for N ¼ 3
and N ¼ 1).
In conformal time this equation reads
δ̈þH_δ − N þ 1
N
_δ2
1þ δ ¼ 4πρ¯ma
2δð1þ δÞ: ðA6Þ
To linear order in δ this becomes
δ̈þH_δ ¼ 4πρ¯ma2δ; ðA7Þ
which is indeed independent of the particular shape of the
perturbation.
APPENDIX B: ΛCDM PERTURBATION
THEORY
Consider the matter density contrast δ and the divergence
of the velocity field θ ¼ ∇v. In the Newtonian approxi-
mation the Fourier space equations of motion of δ and θ are
[cf. [51]]
∂δ˜ðk; τÞ
∂τ þ θ˜ðk; τÞ
¼ −
Z
d3k1d3k2δDðk − k12Þαðk1;k2Þδ˜ðk1; τÞθ˜ðk2; τÞ
∂θ˜ðk; τÞ
∂τ þHθ˜ðk; τÞ þ
3Ω0mH20
2a
δ˜ðk; τÞ
¼ −
Z
d3k1d3k2δDðk − k12Þβðk1;k2Þθ˜ðk1; τÞθ˜ðk2; τÞ;
ðB1Þ
where k12 ¼ k1 þ k2 and α and β are given by
αðk1;k2Þ ¼ 1þ
1
2
k1 · k2
k1k2

k1
k2
þ k2
k1

βðk1;k2Þ ¼
1
2
k1 · k2
k1k2

k1
k2
þ k2
k1

þ ðk1 · k2Þ
2
k21k
2
2
: ðB2Þ
In the following wewill abbreviate the integrals involving α
and β as α½δ˜; θ˜;k and β½θ˜; θ˜;k. In perturbation theory we
write δ˜ and θ˜ as
δ˜ðk; τÞ ¼
X∞
n¼1
δnðk; τÞ
and θ˜ðk; τÞ ¼ − ∂ lnDþðτÞ∂τ
X∞
n¼1
θnðk; τÞ; ðB3Þ
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where δn and θn are of order n in the linearly approximated
fields δ1 and θ1 and DþðτÞ is the linear growth factor.
(We will ignore the decaying mode of linear growth here.)
At linear order we have
δ1ðk; τÞ ¼ θ1ðk; τÞ ¼
DþðτÞ
Dþðτ0Þ
δ1ðk; τ0Þ≡DþðτÞδ1;1ðkÞ;
ðB4Þ
where we have assumed that Dþðτ0Þ ¼ 1 at present time τ0
and introduced the notation δ1;1ðkÞ ¼ δ1ðk; τ0Þ whose
purpose will become clear at the end of this section. To
get δ˜ at second order we first note that
∂θ˜ðk; τÞ
∂τ þHθ˜ðk; τÞ ¼
1
a
∂
∂τ ðaθ˜ðk; τÞÞ: ðB5Þ
Hence, multiplying the first of Eq. (B1) with a and
differentiating with respect to τ and then multiplying with
1=a we get
∂2δ˜ðk; τÞ
∂2τ þH
∂δ˜ðk; τÞ
∂τ þ
∂θ˜ðk; τÞ
∂τ þHθ˜ðk; τÞ
¼ −α
∂δ˜
∂τ ; θ˜;k

− α

δ˜;
∂θ˜
∂τ ;k

−Hα½δ˜; θ˜;k: ðB6Þ
Now the second of Eq. (B1) can be used to eliminate θ˜ from
the right-hand side, giving
∂2δ˜ðk; τÞ
∂2τ þH
∂δ˜ðk; τÞ
∂τ −
3Ω0mH20
2a
δ˜ðk; τÞ
¼ β½θ˜; θ˜;k − α
∂δ˜
∂τ ; θ˜;k

− α

δ˜;
∂θ˜
∂τ ;k

−Hα½δ˜; θ˜;k:
ðB7Þ
At second order in perturbation theory this equation
becomes
∂2δ2ðk; τÞ
∂2τ þH
∂δ2ðk; τÞ
∂τ −
3Ω0mH20
2a
δ2ðk; τÞ ¼
∂Dþ
∂τ

2
β½δ1;1;δ1;1;k þ

D
∂2Dþ
∂τ2 þDH
∂Dþ
∂τ þ
∂Dþ
∂τ

2

α½δ1;1;δ1;1;k
¼
∂Dþ
∂τ

2
β½δ1;1;δ1;1;k þ

3Ω0mH20
2a
D2 þ
∂Dþ
∂τ

2

α½δ1;1;δ1;1;k
¼ α½δ1;1;δ1;1;k

3Ω0mH20
2a
D2 þ 2
∂Dþ
∂τ

2

þ ðβ½δ1;1;δ1;1;k− α½δ1;1;δ1;1;kÞ
∂Dþ
∂τ

2
: ðB8Þ
This is solved by
δ2ðk; τÞ ¼ D2;1ðτÞδ2;1ðkÞ þD2;2ðτÞδ2;2ðkÞ ðB9Þ
where
D2;1ðτÞ≡D2þðτÞ; δ2;1ðkÞ ¼ α½δ1;1; δ1;1;k;
δ2;2ðkÞ ¼ β½δ1;1; δ1;1;k − α½δ1;1; δ1;1;k ðB10Þ
and D2;2 is given by the differential equation
∂2D2;2ðτÞ
∂2τ þH
∂D2;2ðτÞ
∂τ −
3Ω0mH20
2a
D2;2ðτÞ ¼
∂Dþ
∂τ

2
:
ðB11Þ
1. Second order of δ in Einstein-de
Sitter universe
Let us define 1 − μ≡D2;2=D2þ. Then the general
solution to (B8) is given by
δ2ðk; τÞ ¼ D2þð½1 − μβ½δ1;1; δ1;1;k þ μα½δ1;1; δ1;1;kÞ:
ðB12Þ
In an Einstein-de Sitter universe where Ω0m ¼ 1 and D≡ a
we have
D2;2 ¼
2
7
D2þ; μ ¼
5
7
ðB13Þ
and δ2 is hence given by
δ2ðk; τÞ ¼ D2þ

2
7
β½δ1;1; δ1;1;k þ
5
7
α½δ1;1; δ1;1;k

¼
Z
d3k1d3k2δDðk − k12ÞF2ðk1;k2Þ
× δ1;1ðk1Þδ1;1ðk2Þ ðB14Þ
with
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F2ðk1;k2Þ ¼
5
7
αðk1;k2Þ þ
2
7
βðk1;k2Þ
¼ 5
7
þ 1
2
k1 · k2
k1k2

k1
k2
þ k2
k1

þ 2
7
ðk1 · k2Þ2
k21k
2
2
:
ðB15Þ
2. Second order of δ in ΛCDM universe
In a general ΛCDM universe the function F2 becomes
time dependent. It is given by
F2ðk1;k2; τÞ ¼ μðτÞ þ
1
2
k1 · k2
k1k2

k1
k2
þ k2
k1

þ ½1 − μðτÞ ðk1 · k2Þ
2
k21k
2
2
: ðB16Þ
A useful property or this kernel is that
F2ðk;−k; τÞ ¼ μðτÞ þ
1
2
−k2
k2
ð1þ 1Þ þ ½1 − μðτÞ k
4
k4
¼ μðτÞ − 1þ 1 − μðτÞ ¼ 0: ðB17Þ
Denoting the angle between k1 and k2 with ϕ one can also
arrive at the following form of F2ðk1;k2; τÞ which will be
useful when computing the skewness of matter inside a
long cylinder:
F2ðk1;k2; τÞ ¼
1
2

1þ k1
k2
cosϕ

þ

1þ k2
k1
cosϕ
	
þ ½1 − μðτÞðcos2ϕ − 1Þ: ðB18Þ
3. Bispectrum and 3-point function at leading order
The bispectrum Bðk1; k2; k3; τÞ of δ is defined by
hδ˜ðk1; τÞδ˜ðk2; τÞδ˜ðk3; τÞi
¼ δDðk1 þ k2 þ k3ÞBðk1; k2; k3; τÞ: ðB19Þ
At leading order in perturbation theory this can be
calculated as
hδ˜ðk1; τÞδ˜ðk2; τÞδ˜ðk3; τÞi2nd
¼ D2þ
Z
d3q1d3q2δDðk3 − q12Þ
× F2ðq1;q2; τÞhδ1;1ðk1Þδ1;1ðk2Þδ1;1ðq1Þδ1;1ðq2Þi
þ cycl; ðB20Þ
where cycl indicates that the integral on the right-hand side
should appear for all possible permutations of k1, k3,
and k3. Since we assume the linear density field to be a
Gaussian random field, the expectation value on the left-
hand side factorizes as
hδ1;1ðk1Þδ1;1ðk2Þδ1;1ðq1Þδ1;1ðq2Þ ¼ hδ1;1ðk1Þδ1;1ðk2Þihδ1;1ðq1Þδ1;1ðq2Þi þ hδ1;1ðk1Þδ1;1ðq1Þihδ1;1ðk2Þδ1;1ðq2Þi
þ hδ1;1ðk1Þδ1;1ðq2Þihδ1;1ðk2Þδ1;1ðq1Þi
¼ δDðk1 þ k2ÞδDðq1 þ q2ÞPlin;0ðk1ÞPlin;0ðq1Þ
þ δDðk1 þ q1ÞδDðk2 þ q2ÞPlin;0ðk1ÞPlin;0ðq2Þ
þ δDðk1 þ q2ÞδDðk2 þ q1ÞPlin;0ðk1ÞPlin;0ðq1Þ ðB21Þ
Because of Eq. (B17) the contribution of the first term to
the bispectrum is zero. Using the symmetry 1↔ 2 between
the second and third term we hence get
hδ˜ðk1; τÞδ˜ðk2; τÞδ˜ðk3; τÞi2nd
¼ 2D2þδDðk1 þk2 þk3ÞF2ðk1;k2; τÞPlin;0ðk1ÞPlin;0ðk2Þ
þ cycl: ðB22Þ
4. Variance and skewness of
long cylinder at leading order
in perturbation theory
Consider a cylinder with radius R and length L.
In Fourier space the tophat filter for this cylinder is
given by
WR;LðkÞ ¼
1
ð2πÞ3WLðkkÞWRðk⊥Þ ðB23Þ
where we denote the component of k parallel to the
cylinder axis with kk and the components orthogonal to
it are represented by the two-dimensional vector k⊥ and
WL and WR given by
WLðkkÞ¼
sinðLkk=2Þ
Lkk=2
; WRðk⊥Þ¼
2J1ðRk⊥Þ
Rk⊥
: ðB24Þ
Here k⊥ ¼ jk⊥j and Jν are the cylindrical bessel functions.
At leading order or tree level in perturbation theory the
variance of matter contrast within the cylinder is then
given by
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hδ2R;LitreeðτÞ ¼ D2þðτÞ
Z
dkk;1dkk;2d2k⊥;1d2k⊥;2WLðkk;1Þ
×WLðkk;2ÞWRðk⊥;1ÞWRðk⊥;2Þ
× hδ1;1ðk1Þδ1;1ðk2Þi
¼ D2þðτÞ
Z
dkkd2k⊥WLðkkÞ2WRðk⊥Þ2
× Plin;0ðkÞ: ðB25Þ
Here Plin;0ðkÞ is today’s linear power spectrum. For L ≫ R
we can actually approximate WL by
WLðkkÞ2 ≈
2π
L
δDðkkÞ ðB26Þ
such that in this limit we get
hδ2R;LitreeðτÞ ≈
2πD2þ
L
Z
dkkWRðkÞ2Plin;0ðkÞ: ðB27Þ
The third moment at tree level is given by
hδ3R;LitreeðτÞ ¼ 3D2þ
Z
dkk;1dkk;2dqkd2k⊥;1d2k⊥;2d2q⊥WLðkk;1ÞWLðkk;2ÞWLðqkÞWRðk⊥;1ÞWRðk⊥;2ÞWRðq⊥Þ
× hδ1;1ðk1Þδ1;1ðk2Þδ2ðq; τÞi
¼ 3D4þ
Z
dkk;1dkk;2dqkd2k⊥;1d2k⊥;2d2q⊥d3q1d3q2WLðkk;1ÞWLðkk;2ÞWLðqkÞWRðk⊥;1ÞWRðk⊥;2ÞWRðq⊥Þ
× δDðq − q1 − q2ÞF2ðq1;q2; τÞhδ1;1ðk1Þδ1;1ðk2Þδ1;1ðq1Þδ1;1ðq2Þi
¼ 3D4þ
Z
dkk;1dkk;2d2k⊥;1d2k⊥;2d3q1d3q2WLðkk;1ÞWLðkk;2ÞWRðk⊥;1ÞWRðk⊥;2Þ
×WRðq⊥;1 þ q⊥;2ÞWLðqk;1 þ qk;2ÞF2ðq1;q2; τÞhδ1;1ðk1Þδ1;1ðk2Þδ1;1ðq1Þδ1;1ðq2Þi: ðB28Þ
Since we assume the linear density field to be a Gaussian random field, the expectation value on the left-hand-side
factorizes as
hδ1;1ðk1Þδ1;1ðk2Þδ1;1ðq1Þδ1;1ðq2Þ ¼ hδ1;1ðk1Þδ1;1ðk2Þihδ1;1ðq1Þδ1;1ðq2Þi þ hδ1;1ðk1Þδ1;1ðq1Þihδ1;1ðk2Þδ1;1ðq2Þi
þ hδ1;1ðk1Þδ1;1ðq2Þihδ1;1ðk2Þδ1;1ðq1Þi
¼ δDðk1 þ k2ÞδDðq1 þ q2ÞPlin;0ðk1ÞPlin;0ðq1Þ
þ δDðk1 þ q1ÞδDðk2 þ q2ÞPlin;0ðk1ÞPlin;0ðq2Þ
þ δDðk1 þ q2ÞδDðk2 þ q1ÞPlin;0ðk1ÞPlin;0ðq1Þ ðB29Þ
Because of Eq. (B17) the contribution of the first term to the skewness is zero. Using the symmetry 1↔ 2 between the
second and third term we hence get
hδ3R;LitreeðτÞi ¼ 6D4þ
Z
dqk;1dqk;2d2q⊥;1d2q⊥;2WLðqk;1ÞWLðqk;2ÞWLðqk;1 þ qk;2ÞWRðq1ÞWRðq2ÞWRðq1 þ q2Þ
× Plin;0ðq1ÞPlin;0ðq2ÞF2ðq1;q2; τÞ: ðB30Þ
For L ≫ R we can use the approximation
WLðqk;1ÞWLðqk;2ÞWLðqk;1 þ qk;2Þ ≈
1
L2
δ2Dðqk;1; qk;2Þ: ðB31Þ
This gives
hδ3R;LitreeðτÞi ¼
6D4þ
L2
Z
d2q1d2q2WRðq1ÞWRðq2ÞWRðq1 þ q2ÞPlin;0ðq1ÞPlin;0ðq2ÞF2ðq1;q2; τÞ; ðB32Þ
where wewill consider all vectors to be 2-dimensional from now on. Using Eq. (B18) to express F2 in terms of q1, q2, and ϕ
we can simplify this to
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hδ3R;LitreeðτÞi ¼
12πD4þ
L2
Z
dq1dq2q1WRðq1Þq2WRðq2ÞPlin;0ðq1ÞPlin;0ðq2Þ
×
Z
dϕWR
h ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
q21 þ q22 þ 2q1q2 cosϕ
q i
F2ðq1; q2;ϕ; τÞ: ðB33Þ
Using relations given in Bernardeau (1995) or Buchalter et al. (2000) one can simplify the integral over ϕ asZ
dϕWR
h ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
q21 þ q22 þ 2q1q2 cosϕ
q i
F2ðq1; q2;ϕ; τÞ
¼ 1
2
Z
dϕWR
h ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
q21 þ q22 þ 2q1q2 cosϕ
q i
1þ k1
k2
cosϕ

þ

1þ k2
k1
cosϕ
	
þ ½1 − μðτÞ
Z
dϕWR
h ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
q21 þ q22 þ 2q1q2 cosϕ
q i
ðcos2ϕ − 1Þ
¼ 2πWRðq1ÞWRðq2Þ þ
π
2

WRðq1ÞRq2
∂WRðxÞ
∂x

x¼Rq2
þWRðq2ÞRq1
∂WRðxÞ
∂x

x¼Rq1
	
− π½1 − μðτÞWRðq1ÞWRðq2Þ
¼ π½1þ μðτÞWRðq1ÞWRðq2Þ þ
π
2
∂
∂ lnR fWRðq1ÞWRðq2Þg: ðB34Þ
For the third moment of δR;L this gives
hδ3R;LitreeðτÞ ¼ ½1þ μðτÞ
12π2D4þðτÞ
L2
Z
dq1dq2q1q2WRðq1Þ2WRðq2Þ2Plin;0ðq1ÞPlin;0ðq2Þ
þ 6π
2D4þðτÞ
L2
Z
dq1dq2q1q2WRðq1ÞWRðq2Þ
∂
∂ lnR fWRðq1ÞWRðq2ÞgPlin;0ðq1ÞPlin;0ðq2Þ
¼ 3½1þ μðτÞ

2πD2þðτÞ
L
Z
dq1qWRðqÞ2Plin;0ðqÞ

2
þ 3π
2D4þðτÞ
L2
∂
∂ lnR
Z
dq1dq2q1q2WRðq1Þ2WRðq2Þ2Plin;0ðq1ÞPlin;0ðq2Þ
¼ 3½1þ μðτÞ

2πD2þðτÞ
L
Z
dq1qWRðqÞ2Plin;0ðqÞ

2
þ 3
4
∂
∂ lnR

2πD2þðτÞ
L2
Z
dq1qWRðqÞ2Plin;0ðqÞ

2
¼ 3½1þ μðτÞðhδ2R;LitreeðτÞÞ2 þ
3
4
∂
∂ lnR ðhδ
2
R;LitreeðτÞÞ2: ðB35Þ
Especially we have
S3 ≡ hδ
3
R;LitreeðτÞ
hδ2R;LitreeðτÞ2
¼ 3½1þ μðτÞ þ 3
2
∂ lnhδ2R;LitreeðτÞ
∂ lnR : ðB36Þ
For an Einstein-de Sitter universe and a power law power spectrum PðkÞ ∼ kn this gives S3 ¼ 36=7 − 3=2ðnþ 2Þ. The
leading order prediction for S3 is surprisingly good, even in the mildly nonlinear regime [see, [51] and references therein].
Hence in order to predict the nonlinear skewness, we simply employ the approximation
hδ3R;Linon−linðτÞ ≈ S3hδ2R;Linon−linðτÞ2; ðB37Þ
where we compute the nonlinear variance with the use of HALOFIT as detailed in Takahashi et al. [87] which is a revised
version of Smith et al. [45].
5. The moment hδ2RA;LδRB;Litree
For predicting the density split lensing signal we are also interested in the moment hδ2RA;LδRB;Litree, where RA and RB are
two different Radii. The above derivations can be generalized to give
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hδ2RA;LδRB;LitreeðτÞ
¼ VarðRAÞCovðRA; RBÞ

2½1þ μðτÞ þ 1
2
∂ lnVarðRAÞ
∂ lnRA
þ ∂ ln CovðRA; RBÞ∂ lnRA
	
þ CovðRA; RBÞ2

½1þ μðτÞ þ ∂ ln CovðRA; RBÞ∂ lnRB
	
ðB38Þ
where we defined
VarðRAÞ ¼ hδ2RA;Litree;
CovðRA; RBÞ ¼ hδRA;LδRB;Litree: ðB39Þ
To correct this expression for the nonlinear evolution of the
power spectrum, we compute VarðRAÞ and CovðRA; RBÞ
with our HALOFIT power spectrum whenever they appear
outside of the logarithmic derivatives. This is a generali-
zation of the rescaling of VarðRAÞ by means of S3.
For RB ≫ RA this rescaling is dominated by the first term
on the right-hand side of Eq. (B38). ForRB ≈ RA it reduces to
Eq. (B37). As a consequence, using the procedure described
around (4.39) to correct for the nonlinear power spectrum
evolution yields a prediction for the density split lensing
signal that is almost identical to the procedure described here.
Also, it can be considered accurate to the extend that
Eq. (B37) is accurate. We nevertheless rescale the 3rd order
moments in the more elaborate way described here.
6. The moment hδnRA;LδRB;Litree
Using a diagrammatic representation of perturbation
theory (see, e.g., [51]) one can see that the tree-level result
for the moment hδnRA;LδRB;Lic will consist of terms that
scale as
∼CovðRA; RBÞkVarðRAÞn−k; 1 ≤ k ≤ n: ðB40Þ
For RB ≈ RA each of these scalings reduces to
∼VarðRAÞn [cf. (B37) and the definition of Snþ1 in
(4.16)]. On the other hand, for RB ≫ RA the terms scaling
as ∼CovðRA; RBÞVarðRAÞn−1 are the dominant contribu-
tions (cf. the last section for the case n ¼ 2). This is why we
use (4.39) when rescaling moments with n > 2 in
Gcyl;θTw;θw;LðqlðwÞLy; wÞ [see also (4.26)].
APPENDIX C: COMPARISON WITH
MILLENIUM SIMULATION
In Fig. 11, we compare our model for the PDF of
projected density contrast to another set of N-body
simulations, the Millennium Run [MR [88]]. The MR
has a smaller simulation volume of only ð500 h−1 MpcÞ3
co-moving, but a force resolution of 5 h−1 kpc that is 4–10
FIG. 11. The PDF of projected density contrast δm;T in the
Millennium Run (MR) compared to our model. In each plot,
the black line shows a histogram of δm;T measured from
64 patches of 4 × 4 deg2 made from the MR by projecting the 3D
density contrast with a constant selection function ql between
0.19≲ z ≲ 0.43, i.e. with a constant comoving density between
those redshifts. The blue lines display the PDF predicted by our
PT-motivated log-normal model, and the red lines show a
Gaussian PDF with the same variance. The grey band is using
the subsample covariance to estimate the error on the mean of all
patches [89].
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times higher than that of the Buzzard simulations. The
fiducial model and the log-normal model describe the
distribution of δm;T measured from the MR well consid-
ering the large statistical uncertainty on pðδm;TÞ due to the
limited simulated sky area.
APPENDIX D: GALAXY STOCHASTICITY
Consider the field of galaxy density contrast δg;T and the
field of matter density contrast δm;T , where both fields are
assumed to be smoothed over a fix circular aperture. The
number of galaxies found inside such an aperture is
assumed to be a Poissonian random variable with first
and second moments for a given value of δg;T are
given by
hNˆjδg;Ti ¼ N¯ð1þ δg;TÞ ðD1Þ
and
hNˆ2jδg;Ti ¼ N¯ð1þ δg;TÞ þ N¯2ð1þ δg;TÞ2: ðD2Þ
Let Varm be the variance of δm;T and Varg ¼ b2Varm the
variance of δg;T , where b is the galaxy bias. Then the galaxy
stochasticity r is defined by Covmg ¼ rbVarm, i.e. it is the
correlation coefficient of δg;T and δm;T .
We will now assume both δg;T and δm;T to be joint log-
normal random variables, i.e.,
δm;T ¼ ½enm − 1δm;0
δg;T ¼ ½eng − 1δg;0; ðD3Þ
where nm and ng have a joint Gaussian distribution and
δg;0 ¼ bδm;0. The variances of nm and ng are given by
σ2m ¼ ln

1þ Varm
δ2m;0
	
σ2g ¼ ln

1þ Varg
δ2g;0
	
¼ σ2m ðD4Þ
and their covariance is given by
ξmg ¼ ln

1þ Covmg
δm;0δg;0
	
¼ ln

1þ rVarm
δ2m;0
	
: ðD5Þ
Let us denote the correlation coefficient of the Gaussian
field by
ρ ¼ ξmg
σ2m
¼
ln f1þ r Varm
δ2m;0
g
ln f1þ Varm
δ2m;0
g : ðD6Þ
Note that ρ will depend on scale even of b and r do not.
Now we want to compute the conditional moments
hδg;T jδm;Ti and hδ2g;T jδm;Ti. First,
heng jnmi ¼ ehngjnmiþσ2gð1−ρ2Þ=2
¼ eρðnmþσ2m=2Þ−σ2gρ2=2
¼ eσ2gðρ−ρ2Þ=2eρnm: ðD7Þ
Second,
Varðeng jnmÞ ¼ ðeσ2gð1−ρ2Þ − 1Þe2hngjnmiþσ2gð1−ρ2Þ
¼ ðeσ2gð1−ρ2Þ − 1Þeσ2gðρ−ρ2Þe2ρnm: ðD8Þ
Now what is VarðNˆjδm;TÞ?
hNˆ2jδg;Ti ¼ hNˆ2jnmi
¼
Z
dδg;Tpðδg;T jnmÞðN¯½1þ δg;T  þ N¯2½1þ δg;T 2Þ
¼ N¯ þ N¯2 þ
Z
dδg;Tpðδg;T jnmÞðδg;T ½N¯ þ 2N¯2 þ N¯2δ2g;TÞ
¼ N¯ þ N¯2 þ ½N¯ þ 2N¯2hδg;T jnmi þ N¯2ðVarðδg;T jnmÞ þ hδg;T jnmi2Þ
⇒ VarðNˆjδm;TÞ ¼ N¯ð1þ hδg;T jnmiÞ þ N¯2Varðδg;T jnmÞ
¼ N¯ð1þ hδg;T jnmiÞ þ N¯2δ2g;0Varðeng jnmÞ: ðD9Þ
The probability PðNAjδm;TÞ can be computed in a similar way, by numerically evaluating
PðNAjδm;TÞ ¼
Z
dδg;Tpðδg;T jδm;TÞPðNAjδg;TÞ; ðD10Þ
where pðδg;T jδm;TÞ can be computed from basic relations for joint log-normal random variables.
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APPENDIX E: VALIDATION OF
ALTERNATIVE SHOT-NOISE MODEL
In our data analysis [39] we investigate both shot-noise
parametrizations introduced in Sec. IV C. We hence check
whether our alternative shot-noise parametrization, i.e., the
one that uses three parameters to describe the relation
between matter and galaxies (b, α0 and α1, cf. Sec. IV C 2),
recovers the true cosmology and shot-noise parameters of
our mock data.
In Fig. 12 we show the posterior constraints derived
for the two shot-noise parameters α0 and α1, when
marginalizing over different sets of model parameters.
Our priors 0.1 < α0 < 3.0 and −1.0 < α1 < 4.0 are
mildly informative. We however expect that even stronger
priors can be motivated (cf. our discussion in Sec. IV C 2)
and will investigate this in future work. Figure 13
shows that our alternative shot-noise parametriza-
tion also recovers the correct Buzzard cosmology
(cf. Fig. 10, which presents the same test for our
baseline model).
FIG. 12. 1σ and 2σ contours in the α0-α1 plane from a
likelihood computed around the mean of 4 shape noise free
realisations of DES Y1 (but assuming the full covariance matrix
for a single DES Y1). The blue contour only varies α0 and α1. The
red contour marginalizes over Ωm, σ8 and galaxy bias b. The
green contour additionally marginalizes over Ωb, ns, h100,
assuming the priors used by [21]. And the black contour also
allows variation of the parameter ΔS3=S3. Dotted lines show the
values of α0 and α1 that were found to describe our mock data
best in Sec. IV C 2.
FIG. 13. In analogy to figure 10, we test whether our alternative
shot-noise parametrization can recover the Buzzard cosmology in
a simulated likelihood analysis. Top panel: 1σ and 2σ contours in
the Ωm-σ8 plane from a likelihood computed around the mean of
4 shape noise free realisations of DES Y1 (but assuming the full
covariance matrix for a single DES Y1). The green contours are
marginalized over Ωb, ns, h100, redMaGiC galaxy bias b as well
as the shot-noise parameters α0 and α1. For the parametersΩb, ns,
h100 we have assumed the same flat priors as used in the DES Y1
combined probes analysis presented in Abbott et al. (in prep.).
The red contours are marginalized only over bias and shot-noise
parameters and the blue contours only vary Ωm and σ8. Even
when going to this small parameter space, our model agrees with
Buzzard within 1σ errors of DES Y1. Bottom panel: Same
contours but in the Σ8 − ΔS3=S3 plane and varying one additional
parameter, ΔS3=S3. Dotted lines show the true Buzzard cosmol-
ogy and our fiducial value of ΔS3=S3 ¼ 0.
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